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Some ad hoc reflections on the parallels between integrity in sport, business and other walks of life

When we go to the cinema, it has already been filmed, when we go to the theatre it has been well
rehearsed, yet when we go to play or watch sport, we do so knowing anything can happen. Yet despite
the thrill of the build up to the occasion and all of the associated anticipation, we also desire more than
the unpredictability of the outcome when the players commence the contest.

We who love playing, attending and watching sport fill our stadia to see sport played with an attacking
rather than overly defensive mindset. And for the chance of underdogs and rank outsiders defeating the
hot favourites, often as a result of closely knit teamwork bettering more individualistic prowess.

Those of us fortunate to have played together on teams, whatever the sport, well remember the
camaraderie engendered, which is rarely diminished and perhaps even enhanced with the passing of
years. 

I can never forget when living in the glorious climate of Perth, Western Australia, playing a tennis final
for my club Fremantle in 46 degrees on concrete courts which magnified the effect of the intense heat!
Most WA clubs feature predominantly grass courts and typical Summer temperatures of low to mid 30s
are usually tempered by the cooling effect of the Fremantle Doctor coastal breeze. Not that day with ice
packs and copious fluid and salts intake the order of the day when "playing for your team" took on an
entirely new dimension!

I have now swapped the outdoor lifestyle of Western Australia for the more moderate climate of a green
country on the Western edge of Europe which also features spectacular scenery and rugged coastlines –
Ireland – another sport loving nation.

There are many parallels between leadership, integrity & reputation in the sporting arena and business,
politics, government and many other walks in life.

Some people may be born leaders and natural team players while others struggle to see things from the
perspective of the team.

For many years I have believed the primary job of any manager in any walk of life is to "get the best out
of" those she or he is tasked with leading, with this potentially very rewarding challenge described by the
modest manager of Ireland's leading gaelic football team as "to get these people to be the best they can
be."

In sport, the managers who inspire their players by treating them the way they would like to be treated
themselves, inspire their teams to greater heights in a manner which rubs off on the players as they
become managers themselves. 

In sport, the top teams hire and promote the better managers and the better players, seldom those with a
track record of underperformance. Not so in other walks of life. 

In sport, team members who fail to perform are dropped from the team. Not so in other walks of life. 

In sport, not all teams consist of stars but very few can afford to carry passengers. Not so in other walks
of life. 

In sport, the managers who overachieve with small, underfunded teams are often rewarded by
appointment to better teams. 

In sport, the managers who underachieve with large, overfunded teams are seldom rewarded for their
mediocrity.

In sport, an uninspired team low in confidence often finishes near the bottom of the league and risks
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demotion. Not so in other walks of life. Only if there is a league and the non-performance can be
measured and compared. 

In sport, managers who fail often suffer the ultimate penalty and are certainly not rewarded for their
incompetence. Not so in other walks of life. 

In sport, managers who cross the line of acceptable behaviour can be penalised and fined. Not so in other
walks of life. 

In sport, the managers who prioritise their players over themselves, inspire their players to believe in
themselves and perform with a passion for their team, are respected.

In sport, managers who prioritise themselves over their players, believe in themselves more than others
in them, are often not respected.

In sport, the managers who manage by fear achieve results but little genuine admiration and respect. 

In sport, the managers who believe in being ruthless can achieve in the short-term but risk damaging
personal trust and the reputation of the team, perhaps never to be regained. 

In sport, the managers who believe in being predominantly generous consistently inspire those who they
most need at the time of their and their team's greatest need.

In sport, the managers who engage in public criticism and little praise risk losing the trust of their
players. The managers who engage in public praise and private criticism gain respect and loyalty.

In sport, the managers who believe in “winning at all costs” may find this costs them their reputation.
The managers who believe in “winning fairly” may win hearts and minds as well as achieve success for
their team.

In sport, the managers who demean others boost their own ego. The managers who praise others boost
the ego of their team.

In sport, the more self-centred and controversial managers often only attract support while their team is
winning.

In sport, the more modest, respectful and respectable managers often attract support even when their
team is going through a bad patch.

In sport, the managers who publicly criticise their own players risk mutiny. The managers who praise
those who tried their hardest whatever the result inspire them to try even harder next time. 

Everyone is different and needs to be dealt with differently. 

Perhaps what is now known as "emotional intelligence" is needed to appreciate these differences and
what is likely to work best with each of the wide variety of people and personalities which make up any
team, as well as how to deal with the dynamic of the team as a group. 

The Dalai Lama sums up the empathy required to successfully manage people in any arena in just two
words: “be kind”. 

At the end of the day leaders with compassion for and an interest in others achieve far more because their
people respond by showing an interest in them and what they want to achieve for their organisation.
They really do try to produce their best when they are sufficiently inspired to do so and feel that their
contribution including ideas on how to do things better (a secret in many organisations) is genuinely
appreciated and indeed valued. Inclusion opens doors which exclusion closes.

But the leader or manager who is primarily focused on himself or herself may never appreciate this,
whatever the arena, sporting, business or political. Sometimes we can learn more about effective
leadership when we examine it practiced badly. 

There are many examples of good and bad leadership, including sometimes both practiced by the same
person, so let me just choose a few as illustration including Alex Ferguson, Jose Mourinho, Jim Gavin
and Joe Schmidt.
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Leaders more focused on themselves than others may lack the emotional intelligence, the capability to
put themselves “in the shoes” and more importantly the minds of others, to show an interest in whatever
they may be interested in and manage them in the manner they are most likely to best respond to. 

Leaders in all walks of life play an important role in society and are held to higher standards because of
the responsibility associated with their position. This is especially true in the sporting arena where the
importance of role models is all the more critical as many youngsters are particularly influenced by their
sporting (and musical) idols. Those who behave with dignity and “set a good example” are respected
even long after they have retired. 

Inspiring the easily inspired is easy, anyone can do that. Managing and inspiring the more self-centred is
a much more difficult managerial challenge, yet also a far greater and more satisfying achievement. 

Ask Alex Ferguson and Eric Cantona, without whose genius Manchester United may not have embarked
on their run of 13 Premier League titles and without whom Ferguson may not now be speaking on
leadership in business schools.

His players clearly knew who was the boss as Ferguson appeared to be intolerant of players who
challenged his authority. Indeed he sold some such players, notably Jaap Stam and Roy Keane, albeit
only as they neared the end of their playing careers. Perhaps players with more immediate usefulness to
the team were treated more tolerantly, receiving a verbal onslaught, fined or forced to miss a match or
two rather than being fired?

Knowing when to dispassionately replace previously outstanding but ageing players as their powers
diminished, combined with the skill to judge not only the abilities but also the character of younger
players, sometimes seeing potential in them that others didn't, were important qualities Ferguson seemed
to share with the likes of Jock Stein, Bill Shankly, Bob Paisley and Brian Clough, although he may have
differed from these successful managers in other respects.

Ferguson achieved phenomenal success in football management with both Aberdeen in his native
Scotland with whom he won 11 trophies including three league titles, breaking the dominance of
Glasgow's “Old Firm” - Celtic and Rangers - and two European titles.

He moved to Manchester United in England in 1986 and managed them until 2003, winning 38 trophies
including twice being champions of Europe. His teams played wonderful attacking football and never
knew when they were beaten, frequently scoring in the closing minutes of games, notably the 1999
Champions League Final against Bayern Munich.

Ferguson, that paragon of virtue, advocate of a free press and impartial refereeing, never one to engage in
mind games with match officials, sport administrators or the manager of his team's next opponent (ask
Kevin Keegan or Arsene Wenger), was also known to “push the envelope” with the line between
acceptable and unacceptable moving towards whatever he believed would help his team gain a
competitive advantage. There was a belief that his success on the pitch allowed him to “get away” with
behaviour and practices which other managers would not have.

Wikipedia refers to his “intimidation of referees” and that he “received numerous punishments for
abusing and publicly criticising match officials when he has perceived them to be at fault” including
fines and touchline bans. “On 5 April 2003, Ferguson claimed that the Champions League draw was
fixed in favour of Spanish and Italian teams. UEFA charged Ferguson for bringing the game into
disrepute with his comments, and on 1 May that year he was fined 10,000 Swiss francs (£4,600).”

For many years he refused to be interviewed by the BBC following a 2004 documentary with which he
disagreed.

The question needs to be asked, did Ferguson really need to “intimidate” referees and football
authorities, play the media and use them to criticise match officials as well as other club's players and
managers, often in the week or two before his team played theirs, and indeed anyone else who posed a
threat to or dared criticise him or his club? 

Or was it just his mindset that believed that every practice which could confer an advantage, fair or
unfair, on his team was justifiable?
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Would his teams have won as much if he had not engaged in such practices? Indeed which team is more
inspired by such incitement? Might the opponents be motivated too? Teams do not like others criticising
them. Did fines or touchline bans imposed by the football authorities deter him? It seemed not. Perhaps
he saw some of himself in Cantona?

In 2012 the "gentleman of English football" Bobby Charlton, perhaps the club's greatest player and
ambassador, worthy recipient of the European footballer of the year award, winner of the World Cup,
European Cup, three league titles and the FA Cup, spoke about the suitability of then Real Madrid
manager Jose Mourinho becoming Manchester United manager.

Mourinho had been involved in a number of controversial incidents including an outburst criticising
referee Anders Frisk during a European match which ultimately led to Frisk, a Swedish insurance agent,
having to retire prematurely from refereeing despite being regarded at the time as being one of Europe's
top two officials.

This situation is described by wikipedia as follows:

“On 12 March 2005 Frisk announced his immediate retirement, citing threats made against his
family following a UEFA Champions League tie between Barcelona and Chelsea, during which he
sent off Chelsea's Didier Drogba for receiving two cautions. Chelsea's manager, José Mourinho,
falsely accused Frisk of inviting Barça manager, Frank Rijkaard, into his room at half-time. UEFA
charged Chelsea with inappropriate conduct following the match and Mourinho received a
touchline ban for both legs of Chelsea's quarter-final against Bayern Munich.

On 19 December, Frisk was awarded FIFA's Presidential Award as "recognition for a career cut
short following death threats against his family". He presided over 118 international games during
his 18-year career.”

The Guardian's Jamie Jackson wrote in December 2012 about an interview with Bobby Charlton on
ITV4: 

“For Charlton, who embodies the values of the club better than anyone, Mourinho's antics last
season do not befit a United manager...When it is put to him that it is difficult to imagine a United
manager being allowed to get away with some of Mourinho's behaviour, Charlton says: "You are
right. He pontificates too much for my liking. He's a good manager, though."

Matches between Spain's top two teams, Real Madrid and Barcelona, are referred to as “El
Clasico”. Referring to another unsavoury incident involving Mourinho when he was manager of
Real Madrid, poking or gouging the eye of the coach of their main rival Barcelona during a cup
match in August 2011, Charlton said: "a United manager wouldn't do that."

Mourinho subsequently fell out with the hierarchy at Real Madrid, returned to Chelsea where he had
been successful before, managed them to the 2015 Premier League title before being fired in December
2015 because of a “palpable discord with the players”. 

Mourinho has been very successful and his teams have won many trophies, but he never seems to spend
too long at any one club as his combative nature seems to result in internal friction.

Yet as "Mou" was well known to share some of Ferguson's more combative qualities, including
criticising the media, referees and authorities while also using the media to criticise and provoke the
management and players of their main rivals, described by some as “mind games”, maybe it should not
have been a surprise that in due course in May 2016 Manchester United announced that Mourinho would
manage the club which Charlton had always represented on and off the field with dignity and integrity. 

In his first season, Mourinho's Manchester United team won two of the four competitions they competed
in, including one of the domestic cups and one of the two European trophies, the 2017 Europa League.

Mourinho combines success on the pitch with controversy off it and seems to create a persecution
complex within his club that everyone else is against them. 

Paul Mullin of Goal.com wrote about an interview with former Real Madrid defender Rafael Alkorta in
October 2012. 
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Headed Mourinho eye-gouging 'worst-ever' Clasico incident, says Alkorta: The former centre-back has
spoken about the importance of the Portuguese coach's mind games, but says the infamous affair 14
months ago was a step too far”, Mullin wrote:

“Former Real Madrid defender Rafael Alkorta says that he understands the controversy that Jose
Mourinho creates in El Clasico matches, but believes his actions last season were unacceptable.
The 44-year-old won two Liga titles with the club during the 1990's and experienced several
crunch clashes with arch-rivals Barcelona. But after the infamous eye gouging incident, in which
Mourinho physically hurt Blaugrana coach Tito Vilanova, Alkorta described it as "the worst
gesture" he had seen. The 44-year-old said: “Mourinho, I understand him to a certain extent, when
he did everything to provoke.” 

“I've played and seen many clasicos and I can assure you that this is the worst gesture that has ever
existed in the history of this rivalry," he told France Football. "It is normal to get excited in such an
action packed game, but on that occasion Mourinho went too far.” He then added that the former
Chelsea and Inter coach had no need to add any further fuel to the rivalry between the two clubs.
“Mourinho no longer needs to ignite El Clasico," he added.

"Today's Real is stronger, especially mentally... What happened last time was because he knew that
his team was less (not as good) on the pitch and it was necessary to find tricks to try to beat Barca.”

The doyen of sports journalists, the recently retired Hugh McIlvanney, as well as his peers such as
Brian Granville, often wrote about sporting integrity, notably that the ends do not justify the means
when acceptable lines are crossed.

In many walks of life, people like seeing the arrogant humbled and the modest prevail. But when
arrogance and a lack of respect extends to intimidation of referees and media, the game itself suffers.

At the end of the day, which is more important – dignity, integrity, reputation and a penchant for
attacking football or on-field success? And at what price? Should these qualities and trophies be mutually
exclusive? Is all publicity good publicity or is there still a role in modern sport for respect, tact and
diplomacy?

Too many other managers have made the mistake of failing to realise that "turning the other cheek" may
be the wiser and more astute approach when dealing with the taunts of the likes of Ferguson and
Mourinho. 

Should the media be so obsessed with every comment from such people or are they too falling for the
traps they set by way of their provocative behaviour? Is the role of the media to report with fairness and
accuracy or seek to stir up trouble when there may otherwise be little or none?

A wise rule of thumb in sport may be to maintain a policy of only discussing your own team while at the
same time refraining from discussing the affairs of the other teams (or players in individualistic sports). 

If people must refer to other teams and their managers, a club policy of only doing so positively and
constructively, in the true spirit of sport, will be respected not only by the faithful followers but also by
the sport-loving "neutrals". 

Teresa of Calcutta said “I alone cannot change the world but I can cast a stone across the waters to
create many ripples”. My take for many years has been “unless little people, make a little effort, to make
a little difference – nothing changes”.

Those of integrity with the courage to try and “create many ripples” really can “make a difference”, once
they have the mindset required to take the first steps even if this bucks the trend or upsets long-standing
status quos. 

The admirable behaviour displayed by many sporting managers, players and media can set a similar
example for their peers.

Showing respect garnishes respect. 

Disrespect damages trust and reputation, likened by Socrates to a fire - easier to keep lit but far harder to
relight when permitted to be extinguished.
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We who live in Europe have little interest in whether US politicians are Republicans or Democrats,
especially given the (unnecessary?) animosity between the two groups which prevents them
PRIORITISING SERVING THE NATIONAL INTEREST, an extreme example of situations evident in
many nations where party is prioritised over the interests of the people they are elected to represent.

But we are interested in the CHARACTER of international leaders. 

Leaders with a greater focus on themselves than others may lack the emotional intelligence, the
capability to put themselves “in the shoes” and more importantly the minds of others, to show an interest
in whatever they may be interested in and manage them in the manner they are most likely to best
respond to. 

Ask Donald Trump, for example, although he wouldn't or perhaps couldn't understand. The "mind"
boggles what working for one of his corporations must have been like, including for women and
migrants. Do some organisations succeed because of or despite their leaders? Indeed, what is meant by
“succeed”? Maybe we should give President Trump more time to find his feet in an arena alien to him. 

Great leaders rapidly adapt to new roles and industry sectors seamlessly because the common
denominator in every organisation in the world is the same:

PEOPLE. 

NATURAL LEADERS know if they give people the respect everyone desires, they will receive it back
in abundance. They don't need a probationary period. They don't need “the first ninety days” to find their
feet. They pick up the main nuances of their new sector rapidly because they are quick on the uptake and
ask many questions of the real specialists who work for them. Their colleagues have the required
expertise and astute leaders are adept at tapping in to their knowledge and how it can best benefit the
organisation they all work for. Nevertheless they do learn quickly and are never too proud to ask and
sometimes ask again and again, politely, until they fully understand. 

Natural leaders walk around their offices just by themselves, unplanned, meeting everyone in all areas
and all levels, asking, asking, asking, listening, listening, listening and then doing, doing, doing
something about what they hear, including promoting some with the best ideas and giving them an
opportunity to “really make a difference”.

GREAT LEADERS surround themselves with great people, often with more ability than themselves.
People who will challenge them and the group to think and act differently. Knowing there will be a
receptive audience for their suggestions. Knowing it is likely that their input may result in appropriate
action of benefit to the group and its stakeholders, especially customers without whom there would be no
organisation. For “end customers or consumers” for instance we could read citizens in the case of
political leaders or patients for health service leaders. 

Whatever the body, the people the organisation was formed to serve are too often insufficiently
prioritised, especially by leaders and managers more focussed on themselves and how they could
personally benefit from situations rather than prioritising the people the entity was created to serve. 

Donald Trump has the opportunity to display the ability to listen to and act on the advice of his advisors
who – unless he has surrounded himself exclusively with sycophantic and obsequious “yes men” -
presumably suggest he concentrate more on leading his country than impulsively tweeting and reacting
to criticism in a tactless manner unbecoming of the role. Leaders should preferably be in the news
predominantly for good reasons.

Children, children, children would be what parents might say if similarly proud “knee-jerk reaction”
behaviour was exhibited in their family home when toys weren't being shared or friends weren't invited
to the birthday party for petty reasons.

Yet we tolerate such behaviour at the level of national government in situations where the electorate
would expect a great deal more co-operation when proposals are genuinely in the national interest and a
great deal less unnecessary competition. 
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They would expect this be reserved for situations when there is genuine disagreement, not when the
government propose changes which the opposition might themselves be introducing if roles were
reversed.

If Trump couldn't cope with criticism, he shouldn't have run for public office, at any level. 

Especially in a country where the track record of recent years suggests that all the President's proposals
will be opposed and rejected. Not on the grounds of their appropriateness but rather by the particularly
partisan nature of the US party system. Passing policies of genuinely constructive benefit to the citizens
does appear to those outside the system to be of secondary importance to political advantage, including
disadvantaging the President.

Citizens may expect their politicians to oppose policies with which they genuinely disagree, but opposing
for the sake of opposing fools nobody except the least impartial and, in the eyes of more of the electorate
than the politicians may care to realise, not only results in cynicism for the process and disrespect for the
people involved but perhaps also demeans the entire system of parliamentary democracy. 

Parties which consistently criticise and oppose do not display the credentials to the electorate that they
may be capable of actually leading and governing sometime themselves. It is far easier to be critical than
constructive. You can only fool some of the people some of the time, eventually they see through you
and your real motivations. People generally prefer peacemakers to troublemakers, particularly pitying
those who feel the necessity to produce conflict in lieu of harmony and co-operation.

This was well recognised over 400 years ago by Teresa of Avila in the “handbook” she wrote providing
guidance for her Carmelite Sisters. The Way of Perfection not only observes the antidote to excessive
pride being humility but also cautions against keeping people so afflicted “in your community”:

“I am thinking of people who are of such temperament that they like to be esteemed and
made much of; who see the faults in others but never recognise their own; and who are
deficient in other ways like these, the true source of which is want of humility. If God does
not help such a person by bestowing great spirituality upon her, until after many years she
becomes improved, may God preserve you from keeping her in your community. For you
must realise that she will neither have peace there herself nor allow you to have any.” (Teresa
of Avila, The Way of Perfection, 1583 i

When people in senior positions display the level of humility to downplay their own involvement in
achievements and praise the role of others, provide encouragement to their colleagues or admit to their
own errors and visibly forgive colleagues for their failings, others throughout the organisation are more
likely to follow suit. 

Such organisations ‘live and learn’ from decisions which transpire to be mistakes and are not
subsequently prevented from taking courageous decisions when in due course they are required. People
trust such leaders and 'genuine teamwork' can be particularly evident in their organisations.

Prescient leaders are naturally aware that in setting an admirable “tone at the top” it is far preferable to
assist, guide and inspire colleagues in their collective endeavours than seek personal gain and
advancement from situations, although this by-product may well also be the eventual reward when
collaborative efforts prevail. 

Blanchard and Peale observe: 

“People with humility don’t think less of themselves… they just think of themselves less”.
(Blanchard & Peale, The Power of Ethical Management, 1988) ii

However, when leaders find it impossible to praise or encourage others or admit to failings, a ‘blame
culture’ can develop which can be a significant barrier to progress, personal and organisational. People
find it difficult to trust such leaders and ‘fiefdoms’ and ‘silos’ can be particularly evident in their
organisations which can often be as competitive internally between supposed colleagues as externally
with their more overt competitors.

Irrespective of role in society, many would do well to consider whether a touch more humility would
work better than a dose of ego, arrogance, hubris or pride.
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Pride can blind people to their own faults, other people’s needs and integrity pitfalls lying in their path.
Benjamin Franklin said:

“the hardest of our natural passions to subdue is pride” (Franklin, 1784)

and the fact that it may require “subduing” shows what a challenge this can be. Indeed the full section
from his autobiography indicates he well recognised its antithesis is humility:

“In reality, there is, perhaps, no one of our natural passions so hard to subdue as pride.
Disguise it, struggle with it, beat it down, stifle it, mortify it as much as one pleases, it is still
alive, and will every now and then peep out and show itself; you will see it, perhaps, often in
this history; for, even if I could conceive that I had completely overcome it, I should probably
be proud of my humility”. (Benjamin Franklin, Memoirs, 1784) iii

CS Lewis well describes why pride can also cause significant problems. During a series of 1941 radio
broadcasts which were subsequently published he noted that: 

“Pride leads to every other vice… because it is competitive by nature… being better at
something than someone else. Each person’s pride is in competition with everyone else’s
pride. Pride gets no pleasure out of having something, only out of having more than the next
person. It is the comparison that makes you proud: the pleasure of being above the rest.” (CS
Lewis, Mere Christianity, 1941) iv

Excessive pride would appear to be a common denominator among many failed high profile business
people, allied to a lack of 'scruples'. 

While excessive pride may indeed be the barrier which Lewis predicted, awaiting the next opportunity to
present itself, often when least appropriate, contrary to popular belief the hallmark of many successful
leaders is actually humility, not the pride, ego and arrogance which may provide some personal
satisfaction but which ultimately commands less respect. 

We can see that Donald Trump is no longer a one-man-band, but can he? 

Is he capable of listening to or learning from colleagues, including those more experienced at governing
than he? For some leaders subjugating their personality in favour of the group comes naturally but for
others doing so poses a great challenge. Even leaders need to be team players, although for some this
seems to be a secret not yet shared with them.

Consultation in advance of pronouncements and proposals of both policies and actions, routine for most
leaders, appears to be a challenge for Trump, more accustomed to doing whatever he personally wanted
when leading his own corporation. Getting his own way may have been part of his corporate managerial
style, but he is in a different environment now. Someone please tell him.

With the proper advice it may not be too late for President Trump to acquire the required qualities
associated with being interested in others more than self, which many of his predecessors displayed in
abundance, including the man he replaced (at least de jure if not de facto) who seldom spoke out of turn
or without tact and eloquence. 

Obama (or O'Bama as he suggested in Dublin this could be given his Irish roots) only seemed to become
particularly angry when children were killed in their schools by troubled people wielding heavy duty
weaponry. Far too often. Where else in the world does this happen with such unfortunate regularity? 

Surely the right to bear arms in self-defence is more than admirably met by ownership of a handgun or
pistol? Does someone need to inform the White House, Senate and Congress that more American people
are killed by American nationals, including those wielding freely available machine guns as well as hand
guns, than by those from outside the “United States”? 

Perhaps a wall needs to be built in front of the cabinets in gun shops selling automatic weapons to the
public? In many countries acquiring a gun is something most people do not even consider and they
would have great difficulty doing so, unless they were part of a criminal fraternity.

Obama's empathy with the victim's families was demonstrable in such heart-breaking circumstances.
When is someone going to have the courage to deal with this issue? 
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And when will those who typically oppose such measures realise they may be better respected for their
strength when they support those with the courage to introduce measures which may protect the most
vulnerable in society? Not their weakness when they reinforce a dangerous status quo. How many more
children have to die?

Maybe President Trump could himself display the courage required to take on this issue as with his
popular support he may actually be able to “make a difference”? Perhaps he could consider a generous
national automatic-weapon buy-back scheme, putting money in the pockets especially of those currently
struggling financially. If such a program saved the life of even one American child, wouldn't it be money
well spent? 

Action speaks louder than words. 

Indeed how many children die every day for the most basic reasons including malnutrition, diarrhoea,
malaria and lack of appropriate food? Particularly when many households in other places throw out food
which could feed a family elsewhere? Why do we need charities and Non Governmental bodies to
partially address such issues?

Does the term “Non Governmental Organisation” or NGO suggest that the governments themselves may
not be doing the right thing by their own people in lieu of lining their own pockets or fighting with their
compatriots and neighbours? 

Why do such “leaders” seek and even fight for power if they are not prepared to use it to benefit the most
disadvantaged in their society?

This very much includes those facing the effects of global warming, which is most certainly not fake
news. Never before in human history has the necessity for international teamwork been more compelling.
The planet we call Earth will survive, but whether humans will inhabit it in future centuries is open to
debate.

The Earth is special and needs to treated as such.

Does Trump really believe he is special? Someone please tell him that the most special people in his
country are those millions of American families trying to raise their children with love, kindness and
compassion, teaching them similar values themselves, perhaps even that one of the better and more
satisfying routes to personal happiness is doing something, indeed anything, to make others happy which
brings a smile to both faces. Not seeking your own happiness at the expense of others.

Why did Trump really want to be elected to a position of power? 

Those who abuse power, lose power. 

If he wants to lose power – in 2020 if not earlier - he just needs to continue in the manner that he has
started his Presidency. If he wants to stay in power he needs to use it far more astutely and modestly.
Saying “I'm President and you're not”, perhaps suggesting he believes that others may be envious of
him, may be more appropriate to a kindergarten than a position of national and international leadership. 

Is Trump that insecure that he needs to belittle and demean other people? Laugh at a US Senator who
openly cried on television, visibly upset that Trump's immigration policy may be “unAmerican”. Trump's
fundamental inner coldness showed through that day. Someone please tell him that achievement in many
walks of life, notably in the political arena and especially in the USA, is based on a great deal of
cooperation and compromise not competition and conflict. Praise beats rebuke any day.

The Apprentice television programme both sides of the Atlantic seeks conflict and advocates competition
between team members which, especially for those not themselves engaged in business, gives precisely
the wrong impression as it distorts the “reality” of how better businesses actually operate. Firms are
founded to achieve a common purpose and this is less likely when colleagues are at loggerheads with
each other. Competition is best reserved for dealing with other players in the sector than with co-
workers. Astute managers and leaders prioritise harmony over disharmony. What arguably (sic) may
make for “good TV” does not make for good leadership.

Bullying may help some people “get their own way” but do people actually like let alone respect those
who feel they have to engage in such behaviour? 
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People respond to persuasion and cajoling, to being treated fairly, to being asked for their opinion rather
than being dictated to and told what to do. 

Those who believe people respond best to intimidation must be lacking something, including basic
common sense. Yet there are leaders in business and indeed across society for whom “winning at all
costs” is their number one goal. Getting to or near the top validates whatever methods are used to do so.
Some secretly prefer practicing cruelty to kindness and delight in the misfortune of others, especially
when they have contributed to it.

Some such people are adept at hiding their true traits, at least most of the time. But when others make the
mistake of crossing their path or posing a barrier to their achieving their personal goals, they will most
certainly become fully aware of what is lurking just beneath the surface, often masked by their
apparent charm, until this is exposed as only being skin deep.

At the end of the day it could well be that some people in society may be incapable of learning from prior
experience, which may be the best explanation why they keep repeating the same mistakes time and time
again.

What would students of leadership and management learn from Trump to date?

I have often learned far more about management and leadership from seeing it done badly than well,
before advocating and practicing the opposite. Some people don't seem to appreciate what actually
motivates people to respond and produce their best. One of the key factors seems to be whether leaders
are genuinely interested in other people, or not, and indeed whether they may actually be capable of
learning from prior experience.

Is Trump that insecure that he believes he needs to tell everyone how wonderful he is rather than prove
this by way of a more modest approach with a greater focus on tact and diplomacy than responding to
criticism in an adversarial and combative manner. He is not in business now and someone needs to tell
him that these are traits associated with the worst and least effective rather than the best and most
impressive leaders. People may follow such leaders, but do they trust and respect them? Rarely if they do
not show a genuine interest in the people they are leading.

Does Trump really believe he is entitled to respect because of his position? Perhaps those with a “sense
of entitlement” should be those struggling Americans, few of whom may be arrogant, who voted for him
believing he would show the position he holds respect and be as modest as many of them are. It is they
who are entitled to far more than their President has displayed to date.

Objections and criticism may be part and parcel of the political process, yet this is more normally
expected from the opposition and less so from within the leader's own party. How unique is the current
scenario? 

Few previous incumbents of the US Presidency have invited as much personal criticism due to the
impetuousness, pettiness, coldness and insensitivity of their words and actions. It seems to be a vicious
circle. Groundhog Day. Yet this is easily rectifiable.

Is Trump capable of doing what great leaders do in their sleep - listening to advice from his team,
learning from experience and adapting to suit changing circumstances? Prioritising the needs of those he
was chosen to lead and serve? 

Or is he too cold, chaotic, proud and incapable of putting himself in the shoes of others to appreciate the
insensitivity of his words and actions? Incapable of experiencing regret and the ability to say sorry? Is he
emotionally mature or immature? Capable of showing an interest in other people? 

Does “the Donald” want to become known as a “giver” more interested in others than himself or a
“taker” more interested in himself than others? 

If the former, he may well transpire to be a wiser and more astute leader than would be suggested from
the evidence he has “displayed” to date and gain respect both personally and for the country and people
he was elected to lead. 

If the latter, the phrase “make America great again” could transpire to be far more required in 2020 than
it ever was during his campaign of 2016. Reputation lost is very hard to regain. 
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Ironically if Donald Trump really wants to be remembered as “the greatest President who ever lived” he
needs to display the courage to perform a U-turn and do the precise opposite of what he has been doing
to date. Be deserving of greatness by way of increased modesty and humility. By putting the needs of
others first, downplaying rather than exaggerating achievements and accepting responsibility for
mistakes. 

People really respect leaders who display the courage to say “we made a mistake” as they know the
biggest obstacle to doing is... pride.

Do we or they ever consider why “lack of responsibility and accountability” is one of the most
significant criticisms of governments – elected and permanent - worldwide? 

Covering up risks Reputation. Owning up builds Trust.

Instead the typical response to mistakes being exposed or something covert becoming overt, as predicted
by Crisis Communications expert, Bill Benoit, is denial, blaming someone else, attacking the accuser
and silence. 

In the case of President Trump, silence, indeed any form of silence, would be welcome and productive
rather than counter-productive.

A combined British and Irish rugby team, who join forces every four years having never previously
played together before, recently toured New Zealand, whose “All Blacks” have been the most successful
team in international sport over the last decade. The “Lions” Manager was ridiculed and portrayed with a
red clown's nose by an adversarial local media, but when the visitors subsequently drew the three match
series it was he who had the last laugh. Sport transpired to be the winner and the losers those who tried to
invent and sensationalise non-existent conflict within a group of players who epitomised international
cooperation. 

What of the US President? And the circus in which he is increasingly being perceived as ringleader-in-
chief? Could he justifiably complain if he too were to be portrayed with a red clown's nose? Who might
transpire to have the last laugh? Hopefully Trump, but he needs to seek, heed and act on the advice from
those far more experienced at the “game” of governmental leadership and political communications if he
and his country are to have any semblance of reputation left. 

Perhaps he or one of his team should pick up the phone and ask former UK Prime Minister Tony Blair's
colleague Alistair Campbell to lend a hand. Far better that the accusation be of reputation management
including too much control of communications and media than the process being perceived as being out
of control and reputation management both inconsequential and irrelevant.

Leaders can suffer a damaged reputation when, feeling obliged to defend the prior errors of their
subordinates, they fail to realise that defending the indefensible ultimately cannot be defended.

Trump illustrates the other extreme. Incapable of supporting his colleagues, he betrays them at the
earliest opportunity. The only loyalty he appears to be capable of is to himself.

Neither approach warrants respect. Astute leaders strike a balance between tact and owning up to
mistakes, making reparation, promising improvements and acting on their promises.

Unusually the main person damaging Trump's reputation is Trump himself, not because of the errors of
his colleagues and subordinates, rather by way of his own mistakes from which he seems to be incapable
of learning.

Even now it may not be too late for Trump to realise that greatness – or at least respect – is more likely
by forgetting about himself and directing his personal efforts and that of his “government” (if it could
even be called that compared with many other countries) to the task that the 320 million people he was
elected to serve are most concerned about – their welfare not his own. There are a few billion throughout
the rest of the world watching on with interest – and perhaps stupor and incredulity – who earnestly hope
he may sometime show the ability to put others first and himself last.

People will never warm to him if he is cold to them and their needs. Does he genuinely believe that he is
more important than the people – many in difficult circumstances after almost a decade of a global
downturn – that he was elected to serve?
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It may not be too late for Trump to act with greater dignity and if he must tweet, only say what his
advisors believe to be appropriate to the prestige of his new-found position in society. 

Being rude and crude may have contributed to his popularity and election, but if he has any interest in his
nation's international reputation or indeed his own re-election, he needs to develop 2020 vision in the
areas of modesty, tact and diplomacy. 

Sometimes silence can be golden. The courage required to “turn the other cheek” to criticism is part and
parcel of leadership at any level. Don't we advise our children to “count to ten”?

Anyone can tweet. Very few can lead. Even fewer can lead in such a manner that people from many
sections in society respect them even if they do not support them.

Trump will certainly never be remembered as a great let alone the greatest President of all time (other
than in his own mind) if his priority is convincing others of his greatness on an almost daily basis. It is in
respecting others that people gain respect, but that should not be a secret even if sometimes it may seem
to be.

Time will tell whether Trump will ever advance from being an Apprentice President to qualifying as a
respected national leader and international statesman. 

Can he do it? Yes he can!!! 

Indeed the rest of the world perhaps genuinely hopes he can!!

But not when left to his own devices. 

Can he see it? The necessity to change direction? To seek and take advice? To think before speaking or
tweeting? 

Trump's colleagues have a key role to play during their short stays in office if their President is not to
suffer the same fate.

His team clearly need to “manage upwards” if they are to achieve anything constructive by way of
compromise and co-operation not competition and conflict. In more than 140 characters. We need
substance not sound bites.

Many of us can see that Trump wants to be liked and is capable of being very likeable. If he focused on
“doing the right thing” in the many areas his country needs reform, we actually might like to see him
succeed and perhaps like him for having the courage to do so. 

So many of the world's politicians make the mistake of courting popularity by predominantly only
pursuing popular courses of action, failing to realise that they may become far more popular and
considerably increase their electoral appeal by pursuing “doing the right thing” no matter what this may
be nor the objections. As sports people say, the ball is back in his court. 

Leaders, especially politicians, gain far more respect for “doing the right thing” than only doing what
appears to be popular. Anyone can do that. Choosing to do the right but unpopular thing takes courage,
vision and integrity, amongst the hallmarks of truly great leaders. Perhaps the most appropriate advice
comes from the writing of two highly respected Americans – Ken Blanchard and Norman Peele – who
wisely suggested using a mere ten words that “there is no right way to do a wrong thing”. 

What basic advice might Blanchard and the late Peele, authors of “The One Minute Manager” and “The
Power of Positive Thinking”, suggest to Donald Trump? Perhaps lose interest in himself and what others
may think of him. Banish the words “me” or “I” from his vocabulary and replace them with “you” and
“we”. It may be a cliché, but it is very true that there is no “I” in “team” except perhaps dysfunctional
ones. Think first of all of the people he was elected to lead, not just those who may have voted for him.
Consider what he really needs to do to gain the respect of all Americans and how he could adapt his
approach to aim at achieving such a lofty goal.

Consider people beyond his own country, including those facing the effects of global warming. Consider
the USA's reputation, a nation which has often played a positive and constructive role in world affairs,
such as the successful involvement of the Clintons in the Northern Ireland Peace Process after thirty
years of conflict, an interest which arose when Bill Clinton was a student in Oxford.
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Making peace, not disrupting it, is what we non-Americans expect from US Presidents. The Peace
Process in the north-east of our country consisting of two nations, one deeply committed to the European
Union and the other which, despite voting to remain, will most likely be leaving this grouping based on
international co-operation, is alas still a work in progress for reasons not dissimilar to those which led to
“The Troubles” in the first place. When people assume national leadership they can find it difficult to
consider and prioritise the interests of all their people, especially minorities in their society.

How many arguments between people and wars between nations have been started when one group
believes “we are more important than you” and state that “we are right and you are wrong”? Maybe
having the humility to suggest the opposite could be more effective? As my grandfather taught me -
“history is history”. People need to move forward not backwards. When each party seeks to understand
the opinions and interests of the other, progress is made. Is it too preposterous to propose that if each
party in a dispute made the effort to prioritise the interests of the other, genuine progress benefiting
everyone involved might be made? 

Getting elected using provocative, adversarial and even preposterous tactics is one matter, which
achieved for Trump its purpose against all odds. However, actually leading with integrity requires a
discipline more associated with the modest than the arrogant and those more interested in the people they
are chosen to lead than themselves. 

Integrity, being derived from “integer” and the concept of a whole number, could be described as
practicing the same values as preached or advocated, in all areas of a person's life, a whole person,
including “doing the right thing when no-one is looking.” 

Doing the wrong thing when everyone is looking could never be described as leadership with integrity let
alone leadership.

NEW LEADERS AND MANAGERS – newly appointed to a different organisation -  can come with a
great advantage – especially when they don't know the industry so they can challenge preconceptions and
status quos by asking why, why, why?

Isn't it extraordinary then that so many employers search for people with experience in their same
industry rather than looking for the brightest people with the best fit for the culture of their organisation?
The way they do things. 

Yet the one factor which may in due course transpire to make the most significant contribution to their
organisation may be missing from the cv and only become apparent at interview. ENTHUSIASM. For
meeting people, getting to know them, what makes them tick, learning about their new organisation and
role and suggesting different and maybe better ways to do things. Because they are coming from the
outside they have the advantage of seeing things differently than those who have been insiders for some
time. 

Yet when the NATURAL LEADERS challenge the long established status quos, as they will, they do so
in a non-challenging manner. Because they appreciate that people are slow to respond to new ideas and
change, which needs to be handled tactfully, carefully, step by step, respecting those who will take a
while to appreciate the benefits of a fresh approach. 

So natural leaders ask questions and intimate things in such a manner that the insiders become the people
suggesting the changes which the former outsider believes most appropriate. 

Natural leaders know that people buy-in and best respond to changes when they are included in the
process rather than excluded and especially when they feel (or are made to feel) the ideas to do things
better are their own. 

Natural leaders know that people can't be told to do something differently, dictated to nor spoken down
to in a disrespectful manner. They know that people respond best to being included and respected and
valued and appreciated. 

Above all natural leaders know that people are creatures of habit so if changes are to become other than
superficial and temporary, with people giving lip-service to the new order but actually continuing to do
things in the manner to which they had become accustomed, that changes cannot be demanded of people.
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Changes will only become genuine improvements when people want to do things better. A cycle of
everyone feeling sufficiently involved to be constantly seeking to do things better only happens when
people in all areas and at all levels are actually inspired to change.

Natural leaders know that while some people will prefer to keep doing things the way they always have
done, that the people who will be most satisfied with such a scenario will be their more adventurous
competitors. They know that people will switch to them when it is they who offer genuinely better
service, as will inevitably happen when it is their leaders who prioritise transforming “the way we do
things” and this differs substantially from “the way we always have done things”. 

Too many organisations are run for the benefit of the management and employees not the people who it
was formed to provide a service to. So their people focus on themselves and a “what's in it for me?”
culture develops whereby every situation is evaluated from that perspective, failing to realise that many
people may only be contributing a fraction of their true potential. 

Their organisation becomes a collection of little silos, of units and departments, with an insufficient
appreciation of their role in the organisation at large and how much more they could be contributing,
given the opportunity. Some areas may too busy and others far from it, yet no effort is made to balance
these inequities because of the “blinkers” of practices which prevent the organisation being seen as a
single entity with a common purpose. 

Some people have even been known to come in to work with no work to perform so are paid to read the
newspaper from front to back every day. Great for newspaper circulation but not motivation. With a bit
of vision these people would be given the opportunity to use their talents elsewhere in the organisation,
especially when seen as a single entity. But not when each little group is seen as a mini-fiefdom and
keeping employee numbers up guarantees receiving the same budgetary allocation as last year even if
this can no longer be justified.

A “SENSE OF ENTITLEMENT” develops irrespective of whether people genuinely deserve that
which they receive. They seek more benefits every time a change is suggested rather than being inspired
to come up with the suggestions themselves. They are sometimes even given the opportunity to vote
whether they want to implement the changes which management believe necessary for the organisation
to improve and evolve and sometimes even survive. 

The organisation which doesn't evolve, dies. Except if it is in a sector with no competition in which case
it is the employees who die. Of frustration and boredom and exclusion. Especially when they are crying
out to be involved, included and challenged. 

The “WAY WE HAVE ALWAYS DONE THINGS” becomes cast in stone when practices favour the
employees over the customers. Even more so when antiquated practices, perhaps relevant in a different
era, are strenuously defended in a never-ending game whereby all proposed changes are objected to and
used as bargaining tools in extracting greater benefits for employees from management. 

Those who engage in such practices and games may not have experienced what it is like to work in a
dynamic, evolving organisation where the staff are fundamentally happy because their talents are well
utilised rather than grumbling about anything and everything because fundamentally many of their
talents lie dormant.

Where is the incentive to perform and “produce their best”? When people are preferred who are more
likely to maintain “the way we have always done things” over those with a genuine vision how much
better the place could be. When “don't rock the boat” leads to it going backwards rather than forwards,
picking up fewer satisfied passengers on its journey yet staffed by more and more disenchanted
employees.

When the people are challenged and stimulated intellectually they don't challenge management because
they feel involved and included and look forward to coming in to work. 

When the people are not challenged or stimulated intellectually they do challenge management because
they feel uninvolved and excluded and “at the end of the day” can't wait to get home in the evening.

The performers and reformers become disinterested, especially when they see the non-performers
and non-reformers protected and even promoted. 
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Those with integrity switch off this faculty when they see those doing wrong protected. And promoted.
Even more so when they see those with the courage to speak up ostracised and told they will never be
promoted.

So dynamic people lose their dynamism, enthusiastic people lose their enthusiasm, people come to work
out of habit rather than pleasure. Sick leave becomes the norm rather than the exception. The most
talented people leave and the uninspired stay. They retire on the job. What they do in the evening and at
the weekend inspires them when their workplace doesn't.

Policy documents which promise much but fail to deliver and revised organisation charts changing only
who reports to whom ultimately lead to little progress if the very ethos is flawed and outdated. When
responsibility for change is delegated to outsiders yet their reports and plans for genuine progress gather
dust because there is no genuine accountability and incentive to change. The people who benefit from a
long-established status quo lack the courage to improve and change. Everyone at all the higher levels, of
which there are many, benefit from maintenance of the status quo, so people at the lower levels remain
uninspired and stagnate.

When the most vociferous people protect the “way we do things” and seek some extra benefit in lieu for
everything new. 

When those who do little get more and no-one addresses their non-performance. What example does that
set?

When such organisations face genuine competition, something they fear, they fail and are replaced by
progressive organisations which genuinely value their people over practices and customers over
themselves. Whose people can't wait to get to work rather than get home from it because their jobs
feature responsibility and variety and flexibility. Hence their talents are availed of and they are inspired
to contribute new ideas and approach their personal potential rather than waste away and look forward to
the weekend. Even on Monday. 

Why is it that in some organisations variety and flexibility are appreciated as contributing significantly to
employee satisfaction and improved customer service, while in others these so-necessary qualities of
variety and flexibility are almost dirty words? In which people work in their little silos doing the same
thing much of the time, unaware of what some of their colleagues do and how they could be contributing
and cooperating? 

When a mantra of its not my job instead of how can I be further contributing? is perpetuated?

Surely such dinosaur-like organisations should be extinct as should such antiquated work practices? And
if they aren't, why are they not? Are they led by dinosaurs? 

Anyone capable of describing work practices such as these as practices need to consider could they be
better described as malpractices, being damaging to the intellectual capacity of their employees. People
need stimulation and expect their workplace to provide it.

What most certainly is malpractice is when the reformers are maltreated and the “I'm alright jack's” are
applauded. 

When those who do right and object to wrongdoing are maltreated and the wrongdoers go not only
unpunished but are pro-actively protected?

When a mantra of “this shall never get out” means owning up and being accountable are not expected of
them.

An Enron style “rank and yank” policy whereby the least effective 10 percent of workers lose their jobs
annually may be severe. An over competitive and excessively “me me me” culture is hardly a role model
for other organisations. But nor is a good example set by those organisations where the least effective 10
or perhaps 20 percent are allowed to meander along and maybe even be protected and promoted.

The frustration for many good workers is that they actually know who the performers and non-performers
are but have little say in doing anything about it. If they were given the opportunity to report not just the
malpractices associated with a wide variety of potential wrongdoing but also the malpractices associated
with a wide variety of laziness and ineffective work, how different might their organisation become?
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Could the non-performers justifiably defend their ineffectiveness and have any reason to complain if this
were no longer accepted and they were no longer protected? And when dealing with the least productive
fails, would losing them make any real difference to the overall productivity of the group when they
contribute so little anyway?

GREAT LEADERS recognise that the currently least effective employees may have the potential to be
lifted up by a more inspirational, dynamic and inclusive culture. Many may actually be inspired to wake
up from their boredom and make a decent contribution. 

Great leaders know that people mainly used to doing the one thing thrive on variety. That being able to
undertake roles previously only performed by colleagues gives people more to look forward to coming in
to work for. That when someone is away that others can do what needs to be done. That the end-service
can be provided to the “customers” irrespective of who is and isn't working that day. 

That giving people responsibility to change the way they do things for the better can give them a great
sense of achievement and purpose well beyond their payslip. That everyone has potential which the
organisation may not be recognising when the “way we do things” is cast in stone.

Yet do those more likely to object to changes for the better, new ways of doing things and slyly do
whatever they can to bring about the failure of initiatives, really deserve to keep their job when their
behaviour is so counter-productive? 

Do they need to be reminded why they are employed and what the very purpose of the organisation is?

When “whats in it for me?” is allowed to be prioritised over “what's in it for our customers?”

When people who make a mistake are never again promoted rather than being permitted to learn from
the experience.

When those who never make a mistake because they never stick their head above the parapet to be
counted are rewarded with promotions. 

When the courageous are discouraged and the cowards are encouraged. 

When those with a vision are silenced and those who like things just as they have always been are
permitted to have the louder voice.

When staff are given a vote whether they would like something new or not and have the option whether
to respond to or veto initiatives from management. 

Who wins in such situations?

People respond to being INCLUDED, formally and informally, in the decision making process. They like
being given the opportunity to suggest their ideas and know they will be well received not buried.

How many organisations hire consultants when all they have to do is listen to their own employees and
be prepared to act on their suggestions? They often know the best way of going things as it is they who
perform the work not their managers. But how seldom are they given the opportunity to fully contribute
to the success of their organisation?

Where is the incentive to change when the “board of directors” (or cabinet) are heavily influenced by the
senior management who they rely on to implement their policies? Or at least pretend to with their lip-
service.

When shortly after the appointment of a new director (or minister) the senior management manage them
and lower their expectations rather than the director (or minister) managing the senior management and
raising their expectations?

One wonders how aware are Board members (or ministers) that work practices may be antiquated and in
urgent need of reform? Do they care? 

Will the organisation they are responsible for ever make real progress if they only deal with the senior
management? 

Especially with those for whom “protecting their own patch” is secretly their only true goal?
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WEAK LEADERS cover up rather than own up when something goes wrong. “This shall never get out”
becomes their mantra. 

Weak leaders accept a culture which can promote the compliant rather than those with vision and
courage while rewarding the non-performers by accepting their mediocrity.

Weak leaders permit non-routine customer requests being met by routine responses such as “not my job”.

Weak leaders accept a “can't do” approach epitomised by an “its not my job” response to not only
customer requests but requests from colleagues for co-operation. 

Weak leaders can accept the best performers being vilified for wanting to “go the extra mile” because
this shows up the inadequacy of those who don't.

Weak leaders permit obstacles to progress and fresh thinking to be built into the system rather than being
eradicated.

Weak leaders can be aloof and unapproachable. A manager should never have to say “my door is always
open” as it should always be. Staff should always feel welcome to approach someone much more senior. 

Managers should want to pass on suggestions from their staff to the leaders even if they personally
disagree, giving credit where due to those who show sufficient interest to want to make improvements.

Weak leaders can permit so many levels to exist in their organisation that progress is slow as only people
at a certain level are permitted to perform specific tasks. What does this achieve?

Weak leaders can permit many levels to exist in their organisation that decision making is slow as no-one
will accept the responsibility for the outcome if unfavourable. What does this achieve?

Weak leaders permit “it isn't in the budget” to be an excuse so something interesting or innovative cannot
be tried. What does this achieve?

The key measure for some weak leaders is numbers employed not numbers of satisfied customers.
Ultimately the suspicion is that organisations led by such people may be primarily run for the benefit of
the employees not customers.

Weak leaders only pursue doing the popular thing. 

Weak leaders perpetuate a system which allows those who opt out of the workplace or contributing to
society to be incentivised for doing so. They delusionally describe this as “full employment”. 

Weak leaders perpetuate a system which allows those who cheat to be permitted to cheat without
repercussions.

Weak leaders rarely challenge the status quo and ask “can we be doing better?” What does this achieve?

Weak leaders who do little to change “the way we have always done things” contribute to their people
ultimately producing nearer their worst than their best. 

When people working for such weak leaders are denied the opportunity to achieve, they are more
inspired to leave or “fall asleep” than put their heart and soul into their jobs. 

In start contrast, organisations led by strong leaders promote the best and vilify the worst.

STRONG LEADERS value variety and flexibility which they ensure are widely practiced and are
ambitions not obstacles. 

Strong leaders want to inspire people to achieve and produce their best. 

For strong leaders there is no such thing as setting too good an example and being told to slow down.

Strong leaders inspire people to advance and give them the opportunity to achieve. 

Strong leaders are approachable and seek better ways of doing things rather than knocking such ideas
back as being untried or too risky.

Strong leaders actually welcome people at all levels challenging them politely how they could be doing
things better.
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Strong leaders ensure many people can perform many functions because multi-skilling and wanting to do
and learn more is an integral part of the dynamic culture they create.

Strong leaders do not limit the functions people can perform, rather they broaden them. 

Strong leaders do not react to every problem which arises by wanting to take on more people, rather see
how people less busy elsewhere throughout the entire organisation can help out.

Strong leaders do not create rules based on work practice prohibitions and “can't do's”, rather they
inculcate an “I'll see what I CAN DO” response to unusual or non-routine customer requests.

Strong leaders create a genuine incentive to save and not waste money – as if it were your own – and
ensure spending budgets are justified each year, not just “last year's plus”. For them “it's not in the
budget” doesn't mean something worthwhile but previously unpredicted can't be considered.

Strong leaders ensure the key measures of “numbers of people” refer to satisfied customers not
employees.

Strong leaders ensure barriers to progress are demolished not created and that “level” describes the
playing field not the barriers to progress.

At the end of the day because the organisation is primarily run for the benefit of the customers, the
employees look forward coming in to work because they know they are valued and appreciated and get a
great kick out of “superseding the customer's expectations”.

In many organisations practices such as these are commonplace. The shame is that those who haven't had
the opportunity to work in such environments don't appreciate what they may be missing out on. Being
inspired to produce their best on an almost daily basis gives people a “lift” which makes their lives and
those they share their lives with better.

Strong leaders appreciate that “comfort zones” such as “the way we have always done things” ultimately
do not lead to as “comfortable” a work life as people expect when people are restless and can't wait to get
home in the evening. While weak leaders tolerate mediocrity and fail to inspire brilliance, confident
leaders employ and promote people who may be more likely to shake the place up and challenge the
status quo, not because they will toe the party line and not rock the boat. 

Strong leaders enter meetings with some ideas and plans and are prepared to have a sufficiently “open
mind” to consider these being changed or improved by their colleague's observations, ideas and
suggestions. “Getting their own way” is of secondary importance to “doing the best thing”.

Strong leaders own up and accept responsibility for mistakes, ensuring they and those they lead
live and learn from the experience.

Inspiring the easily inspired is easy, anyone can do that. Managing and inspiring the more self-
centred is a much more difficult managerial challenge, yet also a far greater and more satisfying
achievement. 

Leaders more focused on themselves than others may lack the emotional intelligence, the capability to
put themselves “in the shoes” and more importantly the minds of others, to show an interest in whatever
they may be interested in and manage them in the manner they are most likely to best respond to. 

Leaders in all walks of life play an important role in society and are held to higher standards because of
the responsibility associated with their position. This is especially true in the sporting arena where the
importance of role models is all the more critical as many youngsters are particularly influenced by their
sporting (and musical) idols. Those who behave with dignity and “set a good example” are respected
even long after they have retired. 

Of course all sportspeople need to believe in themselves and their abilities if they are to perform near to
their potential, but there is a significant difference between confidence and arrogance.

We Aussies have a term for arrogant people - FIGJAMs - “Fxxx I'm Good, Just Ask Me!”

Do such people really make good leaders or managers? Do they even make good team players, especially
if they believe themselves to be more important than the team itself?
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Inspiring the easily inspired is easy, anyone can do that. Managing and inspiring the more self-
centred is a much more difficult managerial challenge, yet also a far greater and more satisfying
achievement. 

Alex Ferguson's players wanted to know why he treated Cantona differently from everyone else. The
results on the pitch provided the answer.

“Fergie” would not have won 49 trophies in Scotland and England without a combination of personal
drive, humour and astute people management.

Ferguson treated people differently because they were different. He knew how to inspire and cajole
players to produce their best, his approach tailored to each of their personalities, while blending humour
and anger when dealing with the team and motivating them to greater success.

And yet in another way Fergie treated everyone the same - with respect when warranted - typified by the
interest he showed in all his people, whatever their role, not just whether he deemed them to be important
or not. He knew the names of many of his club's employees from the ground staff to the kitchens and
shared a laugh with many of them. 

It is a far better policy in life to treat everyone the same no matter who they are than find later that
someone you disrespected was more important than you imagined!

One of life's greatest secrets is that people respond well to being appreciated. It costs little (except pride)
to say those six magic words - please, thank you, well done and... sorry!

Like tactics on a pitch, one style of management does not work with everyone and a single style of play
becomes predictable and easier for opponents to counter. Perhaps the greatest facet of any manager is
flexibility - knowing how to treat people as they would like to be treated themselves and when an
exception to the rule or norm may be the most apt, while also having an open enough mind to change and
alter the plan to suit the variety of situations the group or team is likely to encounter. Horses for courses.

As Roy Keane said while one of the world's most influential footballers and captains - fail to plan, plan
to fail.

During the December 2012 interview, Bobby Charlton also spoke about the importance of a captain
leading by way of setting an example for the rest of the team:

"There are certain players that are talismen and when they go on to a football field they take
everybody with them. Roy Keane just had that thing. He could change the game with the timing of
one tackle. I have played with a large number of good players and have played against many, but
when you ask me which would I have liked to play with it's Roy Keane I miss out there."

Keane, from Cork, also captained the Republic of Ireland team and played an extremely influential role
in his team qualifying ahead of former finalists Holland for the 2002 World Cup finals.

Had Keane's international manager and former teammate Mick McCarthy chosen to criticise him
privately rather than in the company of all of Ireland's 2002 World Cup squad in Saipan, the subsequent
dramas of Keane's leaving the squad may well have been avoided. How might the Republic of Ireland
team have done with both Roy and Robbie Keane in Japan? We will never know. 

Anyone can manage the easy people, the challenge is to manage the more difficult individuals. Fully
integrating them into the team is one of the real tests of a manager or leader. 

Public Praise and Private Criticism works wonders but the opposite seldom does. The manager's role is
to handle the more difficult players or employees, not vice-versa.

Had Liverpool signed Cantona's "difficult" compatriot Nicolas Anelka or the equally talented but far
more industrious and easy going Damien Duff, might they have advanced from their 18 league titles,
none since 1990? 

Sometimes harnessing the talents of the most difficult individuals can inspire the team to greater success.
All the preparation in the world can come to nought when the opponent just plays better on the day or
someone - perhaps the "difficult" person - produces a moment of genius or spark of inspiration.
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The culmination of a sporting contest and indeed an entire competition is usually only one victor, so the
ability to take defeat on the chin with dignity, without excuses and perhaps even praise for the winner
can be as great a test of character as displaying modesty and humility in victory. 

Like a referee knowing when not to blow the whistle, sometimes what remains unsaid can be more
powerful and effective than what is said at a time of duress. Only one of these approaches – excuses and
blame or praise for the victor - produces respect amongst both neutrals and even supporters of the
vanquished.

Could anyone have begrudged Leicester City their 2016 English Premiership football victory? Not just
for its improbability – almost relegated the previous season, few players bought for big money,
combining a strong defence with a very pacy attack, some stunning goals, a team which didn't falter as
the season progressed when the critics reckoned they would. No arrogant pronouncements from their
manager which would only have put more pressure on his team. 

Claudio Ranieri's calm modesty protected his players from excessive attention as he played down their
achievements, refrained from referring to the likelihood of winning the league until it was actually won,
accepted criticism and deflected praise with humour. 

The opposite of managers who believe their personal behaviour benefits their team when it may not, just
their ego. Perhaps a useful test of managerial wisdom and integrity could be for managers to consider
whether their words and actions would be more likely to result in the non-partisan sports loving neutrals
to like or dislike their team?

By and large, across all walks of life, people like seeing the modest achieve and arrogant fail.

Supporters of both teams or players should always be able to experience pleasure in each other's
company even if the rivalry between the two is intense. Sport should be able to bring people together,
looking forward to rather than fearing attendance at the contest, no matter how fierce the rivalry. In this
regard the leaders have a responsibility to ensure their pronouncements respect both clubs and their
players and management and indeed the spirit of sport, rather than engender unnecessary friction and
animosity. 

Does this really inspire their own team? 

Have such managers considered that warlike talk may actually inspire the opposition to even greater
heights as they strive not only to defeat the other team but also their loudmouth manager? 

Indeed are they actually capable of realising that their actions may cause more harm than good? 

Or are they so focused on themselves that they fail to appreciate the damage they could be doing to
respect for their team and reputation of their club when they engage in mind games and public criticism
of their rivals? 

Of course all teams (and all sportspeople) have to lose sometime. When their first knee-jerk reaction is to
find excuses and other people to blame (notably match officials) do they ever consider the damaging
effect on their personal reputation and that of their club and team? 

At worst do they ever consider the effect their pronouncements could have on the relationship between
the fans following the home and away teams at the actual matches?

Parents should always feel safe bringing their children to sporting occasions as they will be the future of
the sport and what they experience and learn there can be very influential. 

All sports people have a responsibility to appreciate that they are role models and their attitudes and
behaviour influence that of others in society.

All Black Séan Fitzpatrick confirmed such long-standing personal beliefs when he discussed sporting
leadership with a group of us in Dublin some years ago.

Amongst many other observations from his great career, "Fitzy" said many friendships are not only made
between teammates but also between those who opposed each other on the pitch, to which I would add
the same applies amongst those who watch the contest from the stands and terraces.
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The unifying quality of sport is well illustrated by the "All Ireland" nature of the Irish rugby team
with players from North and South combining to beat teams from much larger nations. A team from
Ireland winning its second successive Six Nations title in 2015 was quite a remarkable achievement
considering the spread of sporting talent in our small country.

Masterminded by a Kiwi, Joe Schmidt, his personal approach is low key and respectful, letting his
players do the talking with their performances, as he did when previously guiding Leinster to six finals
and four trophies including the "European Cup" in three years.

Amongst the plethora of possible post-Brexit options, no-one has suggested that those who proudly wear
the white of Ulster should cease combining with those who wear the green, blue and red of Connacht,
Leinster and Munster to play rugby for Ireland. Maybe even in due course continue the great tradition
since 1888 of joining forces every four years, like the Olympics and World Cups, with their rugby
counterparts across the Irish Sea from Wales, England & Scotland who also swap the same four colours
to wear the red jersey, white shorts and blue and green socks of the Lions.

Sport needs contests such as the Lions touring New Zealand, South Africa and Australia and the bi-
annual Ryder Cup. Any unsavoury memories of such contests are often more associated with unsporting
behaviour off the pitch or course than on them. Supporters have a duty to show respect to their
sportspeople every bit as much as the sports people to their spectators.

Continental Europeans wonder why the Irish describe what most of the world calls football as "soccer"!
Because as well as the international games football/soccer and rugby, our sporting talent is divided
between our national games, Gaelic Football and Hurling, the girl's equivalent of which is
Camogie. Both are incredibly fast and skilful games to play and often wonderful for the spectator.
Featuring no offside rule, play often goes from end to end much more regularly and far faster than the
typical game of rugby union, with victory often not assured until the last minutes given the higher
scoring associated with both games. 

Three points for a soccer style goal and one point when the ball bisects the posts like in rugby or
American football can make for a thrilling contest. Some years ago when Guinness sponsored the hurling
championship, their billboards featured a slogan which reflected the possibility of it only taking three
seconds for a “sliotar” ball to go from one end of the pitch to the other. Gaelic football is fast, but not
that fast, with hurling being the fastest team game played after ice-hockey and the fastest played on a
grass pitch.

Saint Patrick's Day on March 17th is a great time to visit Ireland for many reasons, with celebrations of
the Irish national day featuring colourful and creative parades taking place all around the country
including many college bands from the USA. Later in the day the pace is stepped up as it is also one of
the few days in the year when finals in both hurling and football are played at Croke Park, so a good day
to experience both of Ireland's major national games. 

Entire families often attend matches together and the banter between supporters of rival hurling and
football teams, side by side on the terraces and in the stands, well illustrates the true spirit of sport. Week
after week, year after year, Summer and Winter, the matches held under the auspices of the Gaelic
Athletic Association are often fast and fiercely contested, but the players and supporters leave together
without any animosity, sharing the fun and “craic” associated with the great occasion.

The same applies with rugby and football/soccer matches played in Ireland, especially internationals. The
“craic can be mighty” as we say! How many other countries divide their sporting talents amongst four
major sports as well as many more yet combine the intensity of the action on the pitch with the opposite
off it? 

It is similarly amazing that Australia can be competitive in both rugby codes when many of their better
footballers play the extraordinary game of Aussie Rules.

One wonderful factor which differentiates rugby from many other sports is that after 80 minutes of a
highly physical team contest, the players shake hands and indeed embrace each other only minutes after
the final whistle. They often form a line and clap their opponents off the pitch en route to their well
earned shower and perhaps even a meal and a pint with their opponents afterwards.
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The spirit in which the game is played also lives in the memory of both players and spectators.

We sports fans greatly respect the achievements of this and past “All Black” rugby teams. When we tour
New Zealand's stunningly beautiful and diverse countryside – almost like Ireland, Britain, Austria and
Switzerland combined - we don't experience arrogance amongst the friendly people with their variety of
ethnic backgrounds.

As both an Irish and Australian citizen, I have reason to follow two of the All Black's opponents, but
as a rugby fan and follower of almost all sports involving a ball, I love the manner that this All Blacks
team play, combining both pace and (sometimes borderline) physicality, and have done so for perhaps a
decade when the rest of the world seemed to forget that the idea was to run around not through
opponents.

I have lost count the number of tries scored by All Black wings and centres in recent years. Isn't that
what we all go to games to see? I have been to Lansdowne Road, now the Aviva Stadium, perhaps 200
times (and almost half as often to Croke Park, the home of gaelic football and hurling) and we don't
really go to spectate dour ten man rugby or defensive football.

We who love playing, attending and watching sport fill our stadia to see sport played with an
attacking rather than overly defensive mindset. And for the chance of underdogs and rank
outsiders defeating the hot favourites.

I described this in a letter published in the Irish Independent newspaper two years ago when little Ireland
won both the mens's and women's 2015 Six Nations rugby titles, with the men's decided only in the last
minute of three thrilling consecutive matches.

What I wrote to the Irish Independent in March 2015 may be as apt now as then:

“Heartiest congrats to the Boys and Girls in Green for the range of superb qualities from skill to
resilience which led to both 6 Nations titles and also to the players and coaches of all 12 teams who
proved that the ability to play with 'Gallic flair' has not been forgotten – even by the French!

While running at and through a defence will always be an instrumental part of the game, last
weekend's performances suggest this should more frequently be seen to be a means not an end,
with the ultimate ambition being to create space and try scoring opportunities by using the full
width of the pitch to run around opponents.

While a Grand Slam would of course have been welcome for we Irish, perhaps fans globally
should commend Wales for the immensity of their performance at the Millenium. Without their
tackle-record display a week earlier, rugby and sports fans worldwide would have been denied the
thrills and spills and variety of emotions which only the unpredictability of sport irrespective of
shape or size of ball or colour of jersey can provide.

With sport wonderfully offering the opportunity for favourites to be humbled and smaller teams
and nations competing against their larger counterparts, can I propose last weekend's 'Best
Supporting' award go to TV replays which impacted all three key games and Hawkeye (Djokovic v
Federer) which surely should be further employed by other sports to assist more modestly
remunerated or voluntary referees and officials, without whom we would have no top class or
indeed almost any sport?

This perhaps never to be surpassed sporting spectacle of six hours plus perhaps well illustrates that
it is not rules but mindset which prevents us all experiencing rugby played with pace in space as
much to the fore as physicality and that it is sport played with a preference for attack over defence
which fills stadia.

People well beyond our 6 nations will be grateful that last weekend it was not only rugby but
indeed sport which was the real winner. Whether the players or teams we follow are victorious or
not, may all sporting weekends be just as Gregarious, Unprecedented, Bizarre and...
Unpredictable.”

A sporting occasion not featuring a positive mindset from the players is less entertaining not only for the
spectators but perhaps for the players too. 
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Grass court tennis and doubles featuring more “serve and volley” can offer more variety than “boring
baselining” unless the players really want to express their creativity by attacking rather than just waiting
for their opponents to make a mistake. 

The better players who are less error-prone anyway, should be able to express themselves and their
superiority by “taking the game” to their opponent than from “sitting back”. Sometimes winning involves
taking some risks.

When we watch rugby we want to see physicality used to make space for those with genuine pace to
utilise their creativity to sidestep and outpace their opponents in creating scoring opportunities. 

Isn't that what we remember many years after a game? 

As I do Phil Bennet, Gerald, JPR, JJ and Shane Williams, Gareth Edwards and Thomas, Ieuan
Evans, Jonathan Davies, David Duckam, Mike Slemen, Rory Underwood, Jeremy Guscott, Jason
Robinson, Jonny Wilkinson, Ian McGeechan (yes he could play creatively as well as manage and
commentate), Gavin and Scott Hastings, Gregor Townsend, Serge Blanco, Phillipe Sella, Vincent
Clerc, Philippe Saint-Andre, Mark Ella, Tim Horan, Michael Lynagh, Nick Farr-Jones, George
Gregan, David Campese, Brian Habana, Daniel Gerber, Naas Botha, Joost van der Westhuizen,
Ruan Pienaar, Hugo Porta, Felipe Contepomi, Keith Wood, Brian O'Driscoll, Mike Gibson, Fergus
Slattery, Brendan Mullan, Tony Ward, Ollie Campbell, John Robbie, Hugo MacNeill, Ronan
O'Gara, Simon Geoghegan, Keith Crossan, Alan Duggan, Denis Hickie, Shane Horgan, Gordon
D'Arcy, Tommy Bowe, Craig Gilroy, Séan Fitzpatrick, Bryan Williams, Jeff Wilson, Doug
Howlett, John Kirwan, Dan Carter, Christian Cullen, amongst many, many others who provided the
spark of excitement when daring to do something different or when they not only found the gap but went
through it. 

It is the ten or twenty seconds of brilliance in a game of nearly an hour and a half that such players
created we best remember even many years later. The kind of players we wanted to see “on the ball” like
maybe Jackie Kyle or Barry John or Gwyn Nicholls who I am too young to have seen play myself.

And of course the late and great Jonah Lomu who no-one could dislike off the pitch even if he was both
feared and revered on it. 

Role models have a very important role to play in society, especially from the worlds of sport,
entertainment and public life such as Nelson Mandela, Desmond Tutu, Mahatma Ghandi, Oscar
Romero, John Hume or TJ Whitaker, known for courageously speaking up against wrongdoing and
advocating peaceful narrative and co-operation over competition and conflict. 

The term is associated with sociologist Robert K. Merton who suggested that people compare
themselves with reference groups who occupy the social role to which they aspire. 

Typically associated with people whose behaviour, attitudes and values set an example which others
admire and want to emulate, here are just a few examples of the many successful sports people who have
not let their fame “go to their head” and whose modesty and humanity has set an important example in
society, especially for today's youth.

We admire individual athletes displaying respect and modesty, who might include a few notables from
US sport, perhaps quarterback Peyton Manning, from basketball Kevin Durant and Tim Duncan, and
baseball Derek Jeter and Mike Trout, particularly when they deflect personal praise to their team. 

Tennis players Chris Evert and Martina Navratilova with 80 Grand Slam titles between them
including 18 singles titles each, are legends of the game, yet were never arrogant in victory and always
generous in defeat. 

The number of records they set are too numerous to mention such as Martina's 167 career singles and
177 doubles titles. Chris held the previous singles record with 157 and also won 32 doubles titles. 

No-one has since matched Evert's winning a Grand Slam singles title for 13 consecutive years, played
more Grand Slam singles finals than her 34 nor reaching the semifinal or better in 52 of the 56 Grand
Slams in which she competed or her total career match winning percentage of 90% (Martina's was a mere
87%).
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No-one has won the year end Tour Championships event more often than Martina's 8, a finalist a record
14 times, (Chris won 4) nor her record of winning 79 doubles titles with the same partner, Pam Shriver,
who together won 109 consecutive matches in 1984 including all four Grand Slam doubles titles and 20
in total. 

Martina is one of only three women (with Margaret Court and Doris Hart) to have won the “triple
crown” of singles, doubles and mixed at all four Grand Slam events, shares the record for winning 6
Grand Slam singles titles without losing a set with Serena Williams and her record of 11 consecutive
Grand Slam singles finals has only been bettered by Steffi Graf's 13.

Both were year end World Number 1 seven times and it may not be surprising that they were team
players off court as they were on the court too, with Martina winning 4 Federation Cups and Chris 8,
with her last ever match beating Spain's Conchita Martinez in the 1989 Fed Cup final. 

With Steffi Graf and Margaret Court, Navratilova and Evert have been voted in a variety of polls the
best ever women tennis players, with the subsequent achievements of Serena Williams presumably
meriting inclusion too.

Evert received a variety of “best athlete” awards from the Associated Press and Sports Illustrated
including being voted in 1985 the "Greatest Woman Athlete of the Last 25 Years" by the Women's
Sports Foundation. 

It may be difficult for the modern generation to understand that women had to fight hard for their game
to be recognised, with Billie Jean King notable for her tireless campaigning. Chris took on this role too,
serving 11 years as the President of the Women's Tennis Association in the 1970s, 80s and 90s. 

The International Tennis Hall of Fame presented Evert with a special merit award of a gold ring in 2013
in recognition of her outstanding achievements both on and off the tennis court.

Czech born Navratilova has been involved with a variety of charities that benefit underprivileged
children, animal rights and gay rights and was a very courageous critic of both communism and the then
Soviet Union. Awards she has received include the 2000 National Equality Award from the Human
Rights Campaign.

Despite their immense achievements in the game, Evert and Navratilova were known for their
sportsmanship, commending opponent's good shots (almost unheard of now), but not for arrogance or
bragging, usually humble in defeat and modest in victory. 

Ambassadors for not only the game of tennis but women's sport in general, they both played their role in
ensuring women's sport was far more accepted than it was when they commenced playing.

Whatever happened Andrea Jaeger, the American teenager who beat both Evert and Navratilova and
reached the 1982 French Open final, beating Evert in the semifinal before losing to Navratilova, and the
following year's Wimbledon final? She turned professional aged 14 in 1980, ranked number 2 in the
world the following year when only 16. With the world at her feet, following shoulder surgeries she was
forced to retire aged only 19 in 1985. In her brief career she won 10 singles titles, was also a semifinalist
at the other Grand Slams - the Australian and US Opens - and was French Open mixed doubles
champion.

Andrea started visiting hospitals during tournaments and following her premature retirement from tennis
dedicated herself to public service, charity work and philanthropy. 

She used her tennis winnings to set up her first children's charity, supported by the likes of John
McEnroe, Andre Agassi and Pete Sampras, and has devoted herself to working with sick children
especially those with cancer, including offering them adventure holidays. 

Her deep Christianity included her becoming an Anglican Dominican nun saying 

“I think God wanted to help me with things other than becoming number one in the world. But I
knew that at fourteen. I didn't tell anyone because how many people wanted to hear that? I always
viewed the injury as a gift. God gave me a great tennis career and then he decided it was time for
me to help children full time... 
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Let's do our part to bring joy, laughter, fun and long-term support while the child and family are
going through life with cancer”. 

Andrea received the 1996 Samuel S Beard Award for Greatest Public Service and the 2008 John Wooden
Citizenship Award, presented by Athletes for a Better World, described as 

“Jaeger finds joy in serving others”.

We admire people like Usain Bolt joking with his many fans or All Black Sonny Bill Williams giving
away his 2015 rugby World Cup winners medal to a “stunned” 14 year old when during the All Blacks’
lap of honour he saw a security guard rugby tackle the boy who had run on to the pitch to celebrate.
SBW said 

“I just picked the kid up and took him back to his old lady and tried to make the night more
memorable for him. Better [for the medal] to be hanging around his neck than mine.”

World Cup winning Brasilian footballer Kaka who, despite being named FIFA World Player of the Year
and twice Italian Serie A Footballer of the Year, has been described as an “anti-celebrity” known for his
humility, faith, charity work, humanity and compassion. 

A UN World Food Programme ambassador at the age of 22, the “humble superstar” has 30 million
Facebook “likes” and 20 million Twitter followers yet has no entourage, attends interviews without PR
people and doesn't seek attention for himself.

Canadian NHL ice hockey champion and double olympic gold medallist Sidney Crosby who “never
ever utters a disrespectful or unkind word about another player, a coach or unruly fans” and despite many
achievements 

“has remained quiet, steady and possessed of the small-town values he inherited from his
childhood in blue-collar Cole Harbour in Nova Scotia.” 

Crosby runs his own charity which donates money to children's charities and has started a hockey school
for children, a 16 year old attendee at which said “for Sid to be the best player in the world, come from
Cole Harbour and to act the way he does, he’s a big role model. Every kid around here looks up to him.”

In 2003 Flávio Canto became Panama Games judo champion and formed Instituto Reação before
competing at the 2004 Athens Olympics, from which he brought the bronze medal home to Brasil. 

A former judo World No1 with a throw named after him and jujitsu black belt, his Instituto Reação is a
charitable organisation which not only teaches sport to 4-25 year olds but also educates them in literacy
and promotes human development and social inclusion in various low-income communities in Rio de
Janeiro. 

The parents of Rafaela Silva and her sister were concerned with the environment on the streets in their
locality so brought them to learn judo at the “Reaction Institute”, which includes a high performance
training programme. Rafaela became World champion in 2013 and Olympic champion in Rio in 2016,
the first Brasilian to hold both titles. 

"My father put me in the sport as an alternative to fighting in the street. In Judo, I found discipline,
respect for others and began to take sport seriously. Judo showed me the world.” 

“Giving something back” may be a cliché but surely one of the more noble, often undertaken by people
who wish for little self-publicity. 

Flávio Canto, who also presents television shows on sports stations, and the success of Rafaela Silva, is
but one of many examples of the wonderful opportunities which sport offers people, especially children. 

"In life we always seek for an activity that makes you complete. Until then my life was all about
judo and the Olympic dream. When the Instituto Reação came into my life I found a new way,
which made me feel accomplished. This social project prepared me to leave competition behind... I
knew within me was born a desire to do more important and relevant things."

Few may become World or Olympic champions, but many of the unsung heroes in society are those
adults who both referee matches and give their time to help introduce children to a variety of interests. 
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The friendships they make and the lessons they learn, from both the competitive and camaraderie
elements of sport, better prepare them for life, including perhaps making them more aware of the benefits
arising from teamwork.

Crosby's compatriot Christine Sinclair has scored over 160 goals for Canada and is the second highest
scorer ever in women's international football/soccer, yet is “soft-spoken and unassuming” and would
“rather let her play on the pitch speak for her.” Her Canada coach John Herdman says 

"she's not interested in going out and doing the glitzy sort-of celebrity things... I think her biggest
asset, what everyone relates to, is just how humble she is. 

Regardless of how much stardom she could have, she just wants to play football, keep it simple and
be with her team."

Someone else who has scored goals in international football/soccer is Katie Taylor who scored four in
one European qualifier match for the Irish under 19s, who she first played for aged 15 having already
played for the under 17s aged only 14. Taylor made 11 appearances and scored 2 goals for the Irish
senior international team between 2006 and 2009 before concentrating on her other sport – boxing. 

Since 2005 Katie has been European champion six times, European Union champion five times and
World champion at five consecutive women's world championships. Yet she has not been known to utter
an arrogant word, downplays her achievements and mentions her Christian faith and its influence on her
life during victory interviews. 

Taylor's success combined with her modesty led to her being regarded as an ambassador for her sport,
raising its profile sufficiently for women's boxing to be included at the 2012 London Olympics. Her fast
and aggressive boxing style won her the lightweight Olympic gold medal, only the sixth Irish person
and second woman to become Olympic champion. She remained in amateur sport, won the 2014
lightweight World championships, 2015 inaugural European Games and turned professional in 2016,
unbeaten after five contests. 

Aggressive inside the ring but not outside it, Katie Taylor is rightly regarded in Ireland and
internationally as a supreme athlete and wonderful role model but also as an ambassador not only
for her sport but for women's sport.

There is a significant difference between CONFIDENCE and ARROGANCE which maybe is not
unlike that between respect and disrespect.

When we watch sport - we know ANYTHING can happen. When the result is unpredictable until
the very end - as indeed are many games of gaelic football and hurling - we are all the more
enthralled.

When we watch sport and know the preparation of some of the athletes though has involved
CHEATING, notably athletics and cycling, we don't know who to trust and respect for their entire sport
suffers. The Regulators need to have teeth and have the courage to be seen to use them, both against
individuals and sometimes entire organisations or groups who wilfully engage in doing “whatever it
takes” to pursue an unfair advantage over those who choose to compete fairly.

Perhaps those who make a genuine mistake deserve a second chance, but should this opportunity really
be afforded to those who knowingly engage in wrongdoing and cheating in a premeditated manner,
hoping they will never be caught?

When we watch sport and have to pay extortionate prices for tickets, how do we feel? 

Do we respect those who avail of their trusted position to keep back some tickets for private gain? Do we
respect those who deny genuine sportspeople and their families access to tickets which their often
amateur preparations may deserve? Even for events in which they themselves are competing? Should
people aware of this speak out against such practices? 

I for one when having spare tickets for a big match have always taken great pleasure giving them at face
value to genuine fans near the stadium. The look of delight and relief (or disbelief) on their faces is
almost as satisfying as attending the match itself.
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One of my greatest thrills in life is attending a big game in a big stadium, from the hallowed grass at
Wimbledon and the hard courts at the Rod Laver arena in Melbourne to the WACA in Perth and the
great football and rugby stadia in Europe and further afield. 

I've been on the South Terrace at the old Lansdowne Road and watched All Ireland Finals from Hill 16
at Croke Park. I've been at Celtic Park in Glasgow the week that their European Cup winning manager
Jock Stein died when the minute's silence was precisely that. 

I've been to exciting matches at Old Trafford and Stamford Bridge and at European Cup or Champions
League semifinals in England when the singing especially of “You'll Never Walk Alone” at Anfield was
intimidating. 

I've attended athletic meets and swimming competitions, squash and badminton events. 

I've watched the Tour de France (in Dublin), been at Aussie Rules and many cricket Test matches and
day-night internationals, bringing the “esky” with food and refreshments. 

I've seen golfers chip in from bunkers and from off the green. 

I've been at snooker tournaments and met the game's legends and charming former world champions. 

I've frustrated those walking public parks with me when stopping for too long to watch whatever
matches were being played!

Although nothing beats playing sport, especially for a team which I have always much preferred to
playing just for myself, there is little in life to compare with being at “the big match”.

But I've also been at football matches in England with my brother when we couldn't let anyone else know
which team we were supporting. A few times I've been at football matches when we were asked to
remove our scarves and any colour which identified the team we were cheering for.

I've been at matches where national flags were burned and police on horseback were needed to maintain
'public safety'. 

I was at a football/soccer international with my father which was abandoned when a few of the visitors
premeditatedly tore seats from the stand and threw them onto the pitch. 

I've been at sports events where the diving deserved a rating of ten and a gold medal... but there was no
pool and the players were actually paid to kick a ball. Isn't it extraordinary how moments later recovery
from the supposed injury is near miraculous? If footballers engaged in playacting every time they were
tackled, as they seem to in some European leagues, what happens when they are genuinely injured? Has
no-one told them about “crying wolf”? Do they really expect referees to side with them and award free-
kicks and especially penalties when they are justifiably uncertain whether there was genuine contact or
not?

Put them on a Rugby Union or League or Aussie Rules or American football pitch and see how long
they would last in a sport with real physical contact. From which the players just stand up and walk away
and even when injured don't roll around in agony. No fuss. No attempt to fool the referee who usually is
unimpressed. And like Aussie Rules, video evidence can be examined after the rugby match with those
who engage in excessively rough play cited and facing a penalty of missing some matches. 

Perhaps the ten minute sin-bin from rugby would be a good rule to introduce for football/soccer players
who take a dive? Maybe a green card (with respect to Gerard Depardieu and the USA where it signifies
an entrance rather than an exit) or from the world of gaelic games, a black card?

What about those who engage in match-fixing and betting scams? Should they receive lifetime bans for
their premeditated actions?

Not unlike other walks in life, players who get a bad reputation will find this hard to shake-off and will
find that once trust is lost it will be difficult to regain. 

Who will suffer most? 

Their team and club when referees do not feel inclined to award penalties when fouls have actually been
committed in the penalty area? 
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Who would you respect more – the player who rolls around in apparent agony after every hard tackle or
the player who shrugs off the challenge, gets up and keeps on playing? 

Which is more likely to be awarded a penalty by a referee? Given the number of TV cameras at every
match, could a TMO or Television Match Official be considered for the major games to assist the referee
like rugby?

Indeed one group of sportsmen who don't fall over following every physical contact are rugby players.
The better players manage to remain on their feet and keep moving forward following attempted tackles. 

Even in a sport with physical contact such an integral part of the game, there is no argy-bargy in the line-
out before the ball is thrown in. This is no longer the case in football/soccer where the amount of pulling
and dragging prior to the taking of a corner or free-kick now appears to be the norm rather than the
exception. 

Hugh McIlvanney in his weekly back page Sunday Times piece some years ago suggested a solution –
referees should be prepared to award half a dozen penalties every match for pulling and dragging. This
seemed to be tried at the beginning of the 2016/17 English Premiership season but only by a few referees
and only for a few weeks. 

Such wrestling can even transpire to be counterproductive when defenders are so busy pulling to get an
unfair advantage that they forget to jump to head the ball clear. 

Free kicks and corners are amongst the most interesting part of the game and often are the opportunity
for the underdog to score against much more fancied teams, so strong measures really need to be
introduced to eradicate this element of cheating from the otherwise entertaining game.

Am I alone in thinking that there are far too many “sliding tackles” in football/ soccer, especially in
England, which risk “life and limb” and could be career-changing or even career-ending? And yet
they are so prevalent especially when a player has “lost possession” that they don't even receive
comment from the “pundits”? 

And then some people when tackled roll around like they were hit by a sledgehammer when in reality
they were hardly even hit by a feather? There are some continental European leagues where this appears
far too prevalent including Spain and Italy. 

Watching El Classico between Barcelona or Barca and Real Madrid (who receive a totally unfair
distribution of the TV rights which unlike the English Premiership denies the other clubs the funding
they need to buy better players, travel long distances other than by bus and even update their grass
pitches), the quality of football can sometimes be matched by the quality of the diving and the attempt to
fool the referee, despite the presence of many TV cameras allowing many “camera angles”. 

Who do such players really think they are fooling? Are they setting a “role model” example for the youth
in their country and abroad? 

When they fall in the penalty box in a manner they wouldn't on the half-way line (although some do that
too) do they appreciate that if they get a bad reputation as a “diver” they may be denied genuine
penalties when their team may need it most?

So when we watch sport and observe cheating, despite the presence of many cameras at the bigger
games, which doesn't seem to deter the miscreants, who will we respect? Will we really trust the
footballer who dives, pulls and drags the next time or handles the ball believing no-one is looking? Will
the referee? 

In business we ask the key question 

“would you do business with someone you don't trust?”. 

Although TRUST lost is difficult if not impossible to regain, this is not a deterrent for those for whom
“winning at all costs” supersedes gaining and maintaining a good REPUTATION, the bedrock or
foundation for longer term business success. 

The same applies in sport (and indeed life). 
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When players or entire teams and their management risk behaviour which may damage the critical factor
of trust, no matter what they perceive the apparent competitive advantage to be, not only do they lose the
valued support of the “neutrals” and maybe even their own fans, but they will never be trusted again, a
major disadvantage in a competitive world. 

Maybe that is why we respect those who keep silent when we know they could have said something
hasty and disrespect those who say something hasty when we know they could have remained
silent. 

Eventually people's behaviour becomes predictable – we know who will be tactful and diplomatic and
hence be respected and (even more predictable) those who will go out of their way to court controversy,
discuss matters beyond the remit of their own players or club, hoping to provoke a response. To which
the wisest response, best appreciated by the calm assuredness of those most confident in themselves - the
modest, tactful and diplomatic – is to treat the provocation with the respect it deserves – none - by their
silence which in such cases is most certainly golden. 

Do those who see the need to engage in “mind games” appreciate they may be losing the minds and
hearts of many millions of people who can so readily see through their callous and premeditated
behaviour? 

They risk not only personal trust but also the often previously good name of the club they diminish by
their inability to accept defeat gracefully or commend an opponent for playing better on the day, as is
inevitable in sport no matter how detailed the preparation or apparent superiority “on paper”.

We love the unpredictability of sport but hate the predictability of those for whom behaving boorishly
becomes best associated with them. They love the personal media spotlight, court adverse publicity and
controversy which does little to enhance sport. 

Should the media play to their every whim? Have a number of television cameras following their every
move when the real action is on the pitch? Ask provocative questions during interviews to create
controversy out of nothing? Invent stories or grossly exaggerate them?

In other areas of life the way to deal with bullies is to stand up to them and – ignore them and their
taunts, deny them the oxygen they need for their outrageous and unnecessary behaviour. Maybe the
integrity of sport would benefit should the media learn to do the same?

The many involved in sport who no matter the provocation remain calm, tactful, diplomatic and
respectful, discuss only their own players or teams and “turn the other cheek” to the provocative
behaviour of those who business people know are doing so more out of ego than genuine concern for
their team and club, gain our respect both personally and for the clubs they represent. 

Which would the owners and boards of directors of their clubs prefer? Respect or disrespect?
Trust or mistrust? A good or bad reputation?

In many walks of life, people like seeing the modest achieve and the arrogant fail, although the arrogant
fail to appreciate this because they are so inherently – arrogant.

Do the players really best like and respond to arrogant managers? FIGJAMS? Or is just that they have
no choice but to? If they fail to “toe the party line” and defer to their authority they know they will be
punished in some manner, perhaps (like in business) risk losing their job for making a stand for fairness,
justice or integrity. People like being treated fairly and respond accordingly. They like being treated with
respect and respond by showing it to others. 

The big secret from business, especially for those who watch the likes of The Apprentice and believe
that intimidation has a role to play in business, when all it does is reveal the true persona of the bully
disguised as a manager, is that people best respond not to those with huge personal pride, a temper and
more interest in themselves than others, rather to those who combine personal modesty, calmness, more
interest in every one else than themselves and reserve their pride for their greatest passion – the success
of the team. 

Their personal integrity and courage to “do the right thing” even when it may be more advantageous to
risk doing the wrong thing, rubs off on everyone else. That is why they are called “leaders”.
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I've been at matches where gangs of players surround the referee trying to get an opponent sent off, even
holding up imaginary cards in the referee's face. 

Perhaps rugby has it right when only the CAPTAINS are allowed deal with the referee?
Football/soccer could do with such a rule. 

Some managers seem to coach their teams, including European champions, to intimidate the referee in
such a manner. The sport would benefit if the captain were the only person permitted to remonstrate with
the referee, including the typically calm and undemonstrative managers!

Have you ever seen a referee change his or her mind following the awarding of a free-kick or penalty?
It would seem that group haranguing of referees (many of them amateur or earning a fraction of that of
the players) may be more to put pressure on them thinking twice about doing so next time. 

Does this set a good example for youngsters? Would senior players really want them to surround the
referee when they next play junior football themselves?

In a Champions League Final one English based African striker ran some distance to join his
teammates in an incident which had nothing to do with him towards the end of the match, as his team had
a reputation for doing including intimidating the referee. He was sent off and presumably would have
been one of the penalty takers during the subsequent shoot-out. When his club captain, a defender not
known for his penalty-taking, slipped taking the fifth penalty and missed, his team subsequently lost the
final of Europe's leading competition. One wonders what might have happened had that striker remained
on the pitch to take a penalty which was normally his role during matches. 

In the end their indiscipline cost them dearly. Had their practice not been to intimidate opponents and the
referee they might have won the Champions League.

Such practices do little to enhance respect for the players and indeed the reputation of the team and club.
Perhaps some clubs could voluntarily set the example for others by asking their players to refrain from
remonstrating with the referee and letting their captain exclusively deal with such matters? The discipline
required to practice this can only benefit the players who can so easily lose their concentration following
such an engagement with the officials.

Do managers really believe that haranguing the officials will confer them an advantage? Could this
actually be disadvantageous? 

How often do players allow their frustration to affect their game? Potentially resulting in a yellow card
which then risks a red card and directly affecting the outcome of the match. In other especially more
individualistic sports and indeed other areas of life, keeping cool, calm and collected and maintaining
focus is the order of the day and the practice most associated with achievement and success.

There are many sports which never feature abusive behaviour from the players directed at the
officials. The club which decides to voluntarily introduce a “captain-only” policy apart from being
respected for being seen to “do the right thing” may benefit in another manner too. Which team is the
referee likely to subconsciously favour during tight calls – the team which treats the officials with respect
or disrespect?

Television “pundits” also need to be supportive of officials when they show the courage to take difficult
decisions and be less critical when they make mistakes, as they inevitably will, especially in marginal
decisions such as offside in football/soccer. 

Perhaps TV pundits should form their opinion after just one viewing of the incident? After all the
officials don't have the benefit of repeated viewing from multiple angles when they take their split
second decisions! Or should they?

The authorities also need to support their referees when they take courageous but correct decisions.
When they introduce new laws to protect player welfare, do they expect their referees to implement the
laws or not? 

When Alain Rolland made the tough call to send off the captain of one of the teams for what seemed to
be a dangerous banned tackle during a Rugby World Cup semi-final, was he punished by the authorities
for his courage by not being appointed to referee the World Cup final?
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Had that team – Wales - subsequently  actually taken the penalty kicks at goal awarded by that same
referee, they would have advanced to the final rather than lose by a single point. Sometimes the team
losing a player who literally “sees red” to a red card can be more inspired. 

If a football/soccer referee were to give half-a-dozen red cards in consecutive matches for dragging and
pulling in the penalty area, would he be applauded and supported for trying to eradicate a practice which
blights the game? 

Like other walks in life, leadership with integrity takes a degree of courage which many lack.

The same applies to line-calling in the racket sports. I've been at team badminton finals where a coach
started calling the lines and influencing the umpire. 

I've played and attended tennis matches where some players called balls that were clearly inside the line,
out. Who are they fooling? 

People can make the odd mistake (when the courage to offer to replay the point may be apt if they were
unsure and enhances rather than damages their reputation) but when this is anything but rare, such
players get a reputation and are disrespected, no matter what success they achieve. Even many years later
people remember those who cheated as teenagers when they encounter them in business. 

Would you do business with someone you don't trust?

I was at a junior tennis match where a top seed with a penchant for throwing his racket had it confiscated
by the tournament referee when it lodged under the back fence. 

Having earlier broken a string in his other racket, he would have had to concede the match had the
unseeded opponent he had been losing to not sportingly given him his spare racket to allow him
continue. 

And lost.

I teach the juniors I have been responsible for that tennis (and badminton) line-calling is very simple: 

“the ball is in unless you are 100% sure it is out.”

Does anyone remember Robbie Fowler tripping in the penalty area playing for Liverpool and gesturing
to the referee that it wasn't a penalty?

When we see our sporting heroes displaying their integrity during the contest. When we hear of them
showing a genuine interest in developing young players or using their position to help others in society,
who do we respect? Especially if they keep quiet about their endeavours?

When we see the hordes of people who give up their time on a voluntary basis to coach, develop and
inspire youngsters to play and develop a passion for sport, who do we respect?

When we see parents ENCOURAGE their children to play sport and bring them and their friends
(because they make many friends playing sport) to training and competitions, who do we respect?

When we see parents criticising and being loud and disrespectful towards their children, teammates and
officials from the sidelines, who do we respect? 

The role of both parents and coaches of young people is predominantly to ENCOURAGE NOT
DISCOURAGE. 

Of course it's better to win than lose but losing is not the end of the world, it is an inevitable part of sport
and can teach us much about dealing with life's many challenges. 

Our tact, patience and indeed kindness is particularly needed when subsequently meeting with those on
the losing side, both adults and especially children.

Adults are usually better at coping with criticism, no matter how warranted, than children. Yet some
junior coaches and parents believe it necessary to be overly critical of the children when they aren't at
their best or the contest does not go as they wanted.

Players including children know when they haven't performed at their best and may not need to be told
so as soon as the contest ends. That is when they most need encouragement. 
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Perhaps a day or two later is when a few tactful words of advice may be most appropriate. Then they will
be more likely to learn from the experience, do better next time and look forward to playing their sport
again.

Children should never be fearful of criticism and rebuke when they spend some of their spare time taking
part in sport. With so many distractions, notably electronic gadgets, too many are opting out of even
taking up sport so those who do play and get to experience the many benefits from fun and fitness to
teamwork and camaraderie should be predominantly encouraged by those in leadership positions.

Nevertheless children who cheat or are rude and disrespectful, cocky and arrogant, do need to be
tactfully taught that it is the opposite behaviour which leads to respect and popularity. 

Learning to lose with dignity and win with humility can be amongst the most influential of life-
experiences during a formative period and one of the great advantages of playing sport at a young age.

Sometimes the children can be calm and respectful and it is the parents who can be rude, pushy,
arrogant and difficult. 

Parents whose children's success seems to be an extension of their own ego  also need to be taken
aside and tactfully informed that not only are they risking personal respect and popularity and that of
their child or children but they could ultimately be doing more damage than good to the chances of them
not only continuing to progress in the sport but even continue to play it. 

I have seen too many talented young sports people give up their sport due to excessive parents, whose
own ego is somehow dependent on the success and performance of their children, often seeming to be
incapable of encouragement due to their persistent need to be critical. Like so many other areas of life, a
touch of humility beats excessive pride any day

When we watch sport and the behaviour of the more arrogant becomes predictable - we are not
enamoured and sport suffers, as does respect for the over confident.

Who will the neutrals support next time those teams take the pitch?

When we see sports people make a mistake and act petulantly, who we do respect? I've met Wimbledon
and US Open tennis champions, men's and women's, who had all the time in the world to speak with and
indeed entertain this sports fan. 

I've watched one golf major champion charm the spectators during a pre-British Open practice round on
one of Ireland's spectacular and challenging links golf courses while his playing partner, another major
champion, pretended we didn't exist. Which will we follow next time watching on TV? The player who
engaged in banter or boorishness?

I met one America's Cup winning yachtsman in Fremantle and another in Auckland who spoke
passionately about their sport and the critical necessity of precision in teamwork, without which there
could be no success, while witnessing another imprisoned for his business dealings. 

I remember well the warehouse on the beautiful Fremantle waterfront (my favourite place in Australia)
where the replica of Captain Cook's Endeavour was being built, emblazoned with the slogan 

“A Gift to the Nation from the Bond Corporation”. 

Which corporation? 

Another reminder that those “leaders” who cut integrity corners, behave arrogantly and prioritise
“winning at all costs” risk not only the reputation but also the very survival of their organisation.

We like teamwork and team players - which is why we love the Ryder Cup and Lions rugby tours,
highlights of international sport since 1927 and 1888 respectively, when it brings people from different
nations together to travel and play sport together which, like religion, should be a uniting factor rather
than divisive.

We love the Barbarians invitational rugby team for their emphasis on attack, notably featuring players
from many nationalities, appreciating it is quite a challenge to come together and play as a team with
little preparation. 
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But with the Lions and BaaBaas, especially in this era of professional rugby when the players practice
so much more together, it is a huge challenge for players from different countries to seamlessly combine
over a short period and play with the confidence and trust in each other which usually only comes with
day to day familiarity and innate knowledge of playing styles and preferences.

The Irish love their sport and sense of camaraderie and teamwork. 

Their typically generous spirit and good humour, which extends to an ability to laugh at each other,
makes visiting the Emerald Isle a treat for many. 

But the Irish also hate arrogance and love to see the proud and mighty humbled. We have some of
Europe's top and most modern stadia including 52,000 seat Lansdowne/Aviva and 80,000 seat Croke
Park where the All Ireland football and hurling finals are played every September, both of which could
be filled many times over for the bigger games given the level of interest in sport in this little country at
the western edge of Europe. 

Yet rarely do we hear arrogance amongst Irish sports men and women nor their management.

Anyone present at Croke Park, the home of gaelic football and hurling, for the historic rugby occasion
when Ireland beat England 43-13 in February 2007 will recall the respect for “God Save the Queen” and
the silence during penalty taking which has always been the case at internationals and indeed all rugby
matches held in Ireland. 

As a proud Aussie citizen too I can vouch how both the Australians and the Irish dislike the "Tall
Poppies". 

We delight in seeing the arrogant humbled but greatly respect the victors when they combine their skill
and teamwork with a tad modesty.

Those who "push the envelope" without any apparent scruples nor remorse and who repeat their actions
time and time again do little to contribute to respect for whatever their walk of life may be - including
both sport and business. 

The similarities between the two are remarkable. Some people are naturally modest and others
arrogant, relishing the attention they seek for themselves rather than for their team or
organisation. 

Those who deflect attention away from themselves yet accept the responsibility for failures may be
more admired than the proud and arrogant would care to admit.

There is an example from Irish sport over recent years featuring great teamwork, attacking football yet
extraordinary modesty too. 

By and large, unlike their great rivals from Kerry, where gaelic football is as important as rugby in New
Zealand or hurling in Kilkenny, the amateur gaelic footballers from Dublin have won about one All
Ireland title each decade of my living memory, and I was at the matches, so their recent feat of three titles
in four years is also quite an achievement.

Like the West Coast Eagles Aussie Rules team of the early nineties, “the Dubs" play a blend of fast,
attacking, intelligent football featuring many lines of fast running and a never say die defence. 

But do we ever hear a word of arrogance from their manager, Jim Gavin, a former All Ireland winner
himself? No! 

The Irish national games are played with a professional degree of preparation by amateurs who train
almost daily even if their hurling or "football" team has little likelihood of appearing at the Mecca of
Croke Park on All Ireland Finals day each September.

In a feature on the manager who has guided one of the most exciting football teams I have ever had the
pleasure to watch - the current Dublin Gaelic Football team. 

Jim Gavin's focus on the team, respect for the game and opponent and dislike of personal publicity
sets an example for all sporting managers and indeed leaders in all walks of life, including
business.
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Like many successful leaders who subsequently went on to other areas of life, including business,
Gavin's training in the Irish military (who have served with distinction as peacemakers with the United
Nations in many of the world's most troubled countries especially in the Middle East and Central Africa)
and his continuing work as a pilot prepared him well for leadership in the sporting arena.

In a rare 2016 interview Jim Gavin said:

"So there's that sense of service. Of leadership. Part of that is instruction - you're there to serve
people. It's very much like the football - you're there to get these people to be the best they can be. I
know that's thrown back at me but that's what it is. You serve to lead". (Irish Times Magazine July
2016)

Professional pride in the achievements of the group combined with personal modesty has been
shown to be a key ingredient in successful business leadership, despite the belief by some that
ruthlessness and arrogance go hand in hand and are required to lead a “successful” business. 

Do people really respect such leaders? 

Or just follow them because they have no choice but to?

All leaders are role models and have a responsibility to enhance rather than diminish the
organisation they lead and sector in which they are involved.

This no less applies to sport. 

When a good example is set, such as that by the world's top four tennis players over the last decade -
Federer, Nadal, Djokovic and Murray - the respect they (and many other top tennis players and
golfers) show for each other increases mutual respect for the sport they play so admirably too. 

The only fighting they engage in is on the court where some of their almost gladiatorial battles are
as fine as any featuring in any sport, not just in the winning. 

Who can forget Andy Roddick's Wimbledon final versus Roger Federer?

Andy Murray may have won Wimbledon, the US Open and the Olympics, but perhaps amongst his finest
performances were reserved for some of his epic Australian Open finals, in which he lost to Novak who
just managed to edge ahead in the fifth set of some truly memorable sporting encounters.

Yet as soon as they come off court, with rare exception these tennis role models are deeply respectful of
their opponent, both victor and vanquished.

In many such events, at the end of the day only one player or team can win the trophy no matter how
many originally enter, such as the 700 or so in the FA Cup.

Never knowing when the match is over is part of the character of great sportspeople – at all levels and
not just on those on the international stage. 

Aren't they the people we all want to share our team with or play for the teams we support? Rather then
the quitter who believes being behind means you have already lost? 

Or the individual who really only cares for himself or herself but is not really interested in performing
optimally for “the team”? 

A facet which – like business management and leadership - is more apparent to everyone else than the
most self-centred may realise. Or be incapable of realising?

Some players like Andy and Jamie Murray “gave their all” playing for their team every bit as much for
themselves in their singles and doubles tournaments, which led to their team winning the Davis Cup?

We all need our role models – in sport, business, politics and elsewhere in life.

I still remember well the kindness extended to me as a youngster by Bjorn Borg who at the peak of his
game gave me not only his autograph (in a pre-selfie era) but also his time to have a quiet and
inspirational conversation with a teenage tennis player and fan. 

Borg's behaviour enhanced rather than diminished my respect both for him and his sport.
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We sports enthusiasts love "sporting upsets" - the outsider beating the favourite - but please, please,
please, those involved with managing, playing and reporting on the games we love, don't "upset" us with
uncouthness, arrogance and trouble-making, falling into the traps set by less scrupulous managers and
athletes who believe that any method of gaining an advantage over opponents, fair or unfair, is
justifiable.

It isn't and never will be.

We see through it and either laugh at or pity them for their mind games and the media for looking to
sensationalise their words and actions. 

Will the sport-loving neutrals really be more likely to support them – or their opponents? When they
choose to “push the envelope” do they really want people to want them to lose?

Of course sport is highly competitive. Indeed it is one of those few areas in life where the element of
competition is not only very apparent but also totally acceptable and an integral part of what is expected.
But like many of the pitches or courts where sport is conducted, it also has lines.

These lines represent boundaries between fairness and cheating, respect and disrespect, honour and
dishonour. 

Those who believe in “winning at all costs” and choose to cross the lines of what many might judge to
be acceptable behaviour risk the loss of respect and trust, personal and collective, perhaps even bringing
their sport into disrepute. 

Don't people love it when the cheats and “big heads” lose?

Some people see theses situations as grey areas. Indeed a dilemma has been well described as a 

“situation seemingly beyond satisfactory resolution”

sometimes a choice between a number of rights or a number of wrongs. Damned if you do and damned if
you don't. 

But many sporting and life decisions are not dilemmas. They are only grey areas to those more
used to taking risky and dodgy decisions. 

Indeed “grey or gray areas” can be simplified and resolved by stepping back and considering a few
maxims or rules of thumb. Indeed paraphrasing a few well known mantras from other areas of life could
prove to be as beneficial in the sporting arena as elsewhere.

Oscar Wilde said 

“I can resist everything except temptation” 

but what advice can be offered to those who may be tempted to cross the line of acceptable behaviour?

Just as in business, if everyone in sport were to remember 

“there is no right way to do a wrong thing” 

(Blanchard & Peake – The Power of Ethical Management, 1988)

before they took a hasty decision, their conscience is likely to be clearer and their reputation remain
intact. 

People primarily considering such a simple mantra may prevent them taking actions which cross a line
which may transpire to result in more harm than good, especially if they are subsequently “found out”.

People want to hear news of their favourite teams or individuals, so how they choose to communicate
can set the tone for how they are perceived, preferably openly, fairly and respectfully.

Of course it is better to avoid problems arising by choosing to “do the right thing especially when no-one
is looking”. Nevertheless in dealing with issues crisis communication experts would suggest a mantra of 

“owning up rather than covering up”, 

recognising that a quick apology can diffuse a situation and prevent it from escalating. 
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Allied to this a policy of 

“not justifying the unjustifiable or denying the undeniable” 

may enhance respect and prevent any situation growing into a crisis.

Similarly a policy of 

“public praise and private criticism” 

allows issues to be resolved “in-house” and enhances trust and loyalty.

Of course being polite and using the 

“six magic words” - please, thank you, well done and sorry” 

sets  the right tone and invites others to do the same.

Showing an interest in others means they will be more likely to reciprocate with you. But who are the
“others”? How far should the net be cast? Where does this responsibility end?

There is an expression that 

“business ethics begins where the law ends” 

suggesting that what is legal is only the starting point in evaluating what is right rather than the sole
determinant. The same applies no less across the entire sporting world. Those who have to resort to
stating 

“we did not break any rules” 

are often the most culpable and (should) know they could have done better if their behaviour were to be
judged as having been of the highest integrity.

“Would you do business with someone you don't trust?” 

could easily be amended to 

“would you choose to play sport with someone you don't trust?” 

or 

“would you choose to employ a sportsperson or manager you don't trust?” 

Yet like in business, the likely impact on that critical quality we call trust appears to often not to be at the
forefront of the minds of the decision-makers when they choose to try and seek an unfair advantage. 

Nor do they suspect when they cheat or engage in dubious or wrong actions that this will ever “get out”
as it often does. Perhaps they would be better first assuming that it will. 

If they were to consider the 

“newspaper test” 

and ask themselves whether they would like their covert actions to be reported on the front rather than
back pages of a newspaper, would they still take the same decision? 

It is in situations such as these when real leadership is most required, in all walks of life.

Perhaps a key mantra in sport could be choosing to only speak about yourself or your own team and not
your opponent, and if so certainly not in a disparaging manner. A mantra of 

“speak of others as you would like them to speak about you” 

is likely to enhance rather than damage mutual respect.

The same could apply to the relationship between players and officials except this could become 

“speak to others as you would like them to speak to you”. 

Those sports which permit players to deal disrespectfully with match  officials could learn from those
which don't, especially those where it is the captain who exclusively deals with the referee. 
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Oscar Wilde may have said 

“to lose one parent may be regarded as a misfortune, to lose both looks like  carelessness”. 

Those who make a genuine one-off mistake perhaps deserve a second chance and should be dealt with
differently than those who deliberately engage in wrongdoing. 

Elsewhere in society judges give such people long sentences and maybe sport should do the same.
Perhaps the question could be “was this misfortune or premeditated?”

With so many people seeking to find trouble whether it exists or not, remembering 

“blessed be the peacemakers” 

and having this as a policy may deny the more sensationalist opponents and media the oxygen they need
to make trouble. 

“Turning the other cheek” 

to provocation turns the tables on the troublemakers.

Treating everyone the same 

no matter who they may be is a great way of making friends and not losing any. 

Treating everyone as being important prevents the embarrassment when someone previously ignored or
disrespected actually does transpire to be important – or more important than the arrogant had reckoned
when they previously ignored them!!

Is this something a person of real integrity would do?

A person of integrity – a whole person - behaves in the same manner in all areas of their life, treating
everyone well both at home and at work. This may be all the more important when “work” involves sport
as the example set by sports people is followed by others.

Martin Luther King could have been referring to they key role which sportspeople play in society and
the “big picture” choices they face when he said that:

"Everyone must decide whether they will walk in the light of creative altruism or in the darkness of
destructive selfishness."

Don't we love the creativity that sport can offer, sometimes remembering that momentary spark of genius
for many years? 

But maybe we do not sufficiently state how we dislike the dark side of mind games and cheating which
some believe is necessary, even if it may transpire to have conferred little real advantage but instead
resulted in neutrals hoping the lights go out on those who prefer darkness to light. 

No-one makes a decision expecting it to backfire, yet some involved in sport engage in practices which
can only be counter-productive, if only their ego permitted them to see this. 

Winning at all costs 

may transpire to be far more costly than they anticipated. Surely no-one in sport would take a decision
which would result in more people wanting them to lose?

Showing respect attracts respect. Disrespect damages TRUST AND REPUTATION, compared by
Socrates (the philosopher not footballer) to a fire - 

easier to keep lit but far harder to relight when allowed to go out.

The fire that needs to be lit is that in the hearts of our youth as they look forward to taking part in sport
either as a player or spectator, as sometimes they can “kick every ball” too and be as emotionally drained
afterwards as the players!

It is not just the reputation of sportspeople and clubs which have a huge influence on our youth which is
at stake, it is also the reputation of sport which potentially plays such a positive and all the more
necessary role in society. 
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Our children are very influenced by what they see in the sporting arena. They notice the “givers” more
interested in everyone else than themselves and the “takers” more interested in themselves than others.
They notice the players that are very fair, decent and normal, as well as those who dive, playact, cheat
and are rude and arrogant.

They notice that some prioritise positivity over negativity and that 

optimists make opportunities of their difficulties while pessimists make difficulties of their
opportunities. 

A mantra of 

“Keep Smiling No Matter What” or KSNMW 

is a great policy which helps maintain positivity in any adversity.

Who do we as parents want to see our children most guided by? 

The modest and calm or proud and petulant? Those who praise or criticise? Those who encourage or
discourage? Those who include or exclude? Those who empower or intimidate? Those who prioritise the
interests of others or insist on getting their own way? The kind or manipulative? The open and honest or
deceitful and divisive? The peacemakers or troublemakers? The team-players or self-centred? The role
models or the cheats? Sport attracts all types of people as does business and politics and all other walks
of life.

Sport can also attract a very wide audience from the youngest to the oldest in every area of society
People expect the same high standards in between the contests as during them. They expect sportspeople
and other role models to practice what they preach and display their integrity by 

“doing the right thing even when no-one is looking”. 

Sports people have a huge and onerous responsibility to be true role models, an aspiration many manage
to rise to, often admirably.

Yet this does not deter some from “crossing the line” and “pushing the envelope”. Although such people
often achieve little for doing so, do they deserve our respect when they do “win at all costs”?

Do they consider what the real cost may actually be? When players and leaders choose to 

“do the wrong thing when everyone is looking”, 

which could never be described as leadership with integrity let alone leadership, do they ever consider
the impact on trust, reputation and hope? 

The long term impact of their behaviour may well be that more and more 

hope they don't win! 

Surely the role of everyone involved in sport is to attract more support rather than divert it to their
opponents?

Children and teenagers are very influenced by their sporting heroes (as well as musicians and actors).
They need to be set an example by everyone involved in sport that no parent could be disappointed with
should they decide to do the same themselves.

Everyone involved in sport, please let your players and teams do the talking by way of their
performances and let us warm to you and your teams with your decency, modesty, integrity and respect,
not only for your opponents and officials but also for your - and our - sport. 

Julian Clarke

Dublin

June 2017
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(I chair European Business Ethics Network Ireland - a body active in 20 European countries - and have
been involved in organising business integrity events in Ireland, with one of my ambitions being to
sometime organise a sporting integrity conference too.) 

www.eben.ie

PS Any critique of individuals is most certainly not “personal”, rather just intended to portray an
example which seemed to be apparent to this sports fan, also interested in management and
leadership with integrity in business, government and society. 

No slight is intended! By all means reply! That is one of the beauties of sport! We are all entitled to
our opinions, inspiring healthy discussion and debate involving much agreement and
disagreement!

PPS Anyone brave enough to have read this to the end, feel free to add your own suggestions,
critique, experiences, role models or sporting villains who you believe set a poor example:

ebenirl@gmail.com

© JULIAN CLARKE 

JUNE 2017
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